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Faculty^Approves Ed. Studies;
Salaries, Tenure Discussed
by Alan Levine
After months of consideration,
the Trinity faculty, in. its recent
meeting, finally decided the fate of
the Education Department. A large
turnout of professors voted to
establish a program of Educational
Studies to replace the department,
allowing it only 1V4 FTE's (full-time
faculty equivalents). In other
business, Dr. > Richard Lee
presented two alternative plans to
tenure tracking and Dr. Robert
Battis, discussed Trinity's salary
figures as they compared with
other small colleges.
Dr. Harold Martin, Charles A.
Dana Professor of the Humanities,
spoke for the Ad Hoc Committee
on Education Studies. He explained- that the Committee had
considered a number of models to
replace the Education Department

which varied in structure and
emphasis. In its proposals, the
• Committee considered what the
enrollments in future education
courses would be. Though he
admitted the possibility of error,
Martin said that the consensus was
that enrollments will neither rise
nor fall appreciably from their
current levels.
The Committee proposed that,
beginning in the 1981-82 academic
year, the program of Educational
Studies have a total of 1 V* FTE's.
Comprising these FTE's will be a
program director who spends 5/ 6
of his time teaching and 1/ 6 of his
time directing the program and
advising; and another faculty
member who will spend half of his
time teaching education courses.
The other half of his time will be
spent as a member of a full
department, but it has not been

Urban League to Help
With Racial Issues
by Steven Elmendorf
st Saturday in Hamlin Hail. A
^
WUe Indosfcy explained tbe
art of distinguishing fine wines and tne forty people attending
enjoyed six wines and fresh-baked breads In profusion.

'' The"Urban League of Greater
Hartford, in an apparent attempt to
help Trinity deal with racial issues,
has offered the College its
assistance. The offer took place
during a meeting between College
officials and Urban League officials
held Tuesday. Participants have
been reluctant to discuss any
Thomas
R.
McCauley,
a aspects of the meeting.
The meeting at which the issues
biochemistry major; Catherine A.
Menard, majoring in mathematics; were discussed was attended by
Evan C. Polley, majoring in President Theodore D, Lockwood,
economics and mathematics; Jen- Vice-President of the College,
nifer H. Small, an Urban Studies Thomas A. Smith, Dean of
major; and Edward M. Wrobel, Students David Winer, Director of
Minority
Affairs
Barbara
majoring in mathematics.
Robinson-Jackson,
Chairman
of
The society holds annual
banquest and receives visiting Phi tire President's Council on
Minorities Robert Lindsay, and
Beta Kappa scholars.

Twelve Chosen For
Phi Beta Kappa
by Panipom Phiansunthon
Twelve members of the C lass of
'80 were initiated into Phi Beta
Kappa on November 10.
Phi Beta Kappa, founded in
1776, is an honor society whose
members are elected from among
tjiose students who have achieved
highest general scholastic standing.
The persons elected to membership are "men and women of
- honor, probity, and learning." The
Trinity Chapter, known as the Beta
of Connecticut, was charted by the
"Yale Chapter, the Alpha of
Connecticut, on June 16,1845, and
is the eighth oldest chapter of Phi
Beta Kappa in the United States.
Today, there are over two hundrea
chapters across the nation - and
more than 350,000 members.
On the basis of academic \
performance, the electors at
Trinity, consisting of forty
members of the faculty and administration who are members of
Phi Beta Kappa, have elected 3%
of this year's graduating class. Two
-more elections will be held in April
and May. By the end of the
academic .year, up to 10% of the
Class 6f '80 will have been elected,
Among the first twelve initiated
are: Marc S. Cohen, who is
majoring in biology;, Douglas R.
Duberstein, an economics major;
James J. Garrahan, majoring in
mathematics and
computer
coordinate with engineering; David
A. Gatenby, a computer coordinate major with engineering;
Eric P. Grevstad, majoring in
English; Robert S. Herbst,
majoring in history; Michelle E.
Herrera, a chemistry major; * -./

four officials from the Urban
League.
The only official who would
comment on the substance of the
discussion was Vice-President Smith who said "They (the Urban
League) were aware of some things
going on here last year and they
picked up on the student who wore
the Ku Klux Klan outfit to the
Halloween party."
The League, according to Smith
"offered their services to the
College to deal with these issues."
He said that the League hoped the
College would be "proactive, not
reactive" in dealing with racial
issues. Smith quoted President
Lockwood as saying of the Urban
League, "They would certainly be
welcome." Smith said that he had
eont. onp.3

Role of Women Subject of
Inter-Fraternity Council Meeting
National rules and strong
alumni opposition, according to
Bob Myers of Alpha Chi- Ro
A wide-ranging exchange of
(CROW) are the reasons why no
information and ideas concerning
serious consideration has been
the role of women and fraternities
.given to potential female memat Trinity dominated the recent
bership in CROW. Myers noted
Inter-Fraternity Councils' (IFC)
that during the sixties, the Trinity
meeting. Assistant Professor oL.'
chapter of CROW received a
Economics Diane Zannoni and
$10,000 loan^from its National
Professor of History H. McKim
which it is still paying back. Myers
Steele, Jr. were asked to the
went on to say that in general, the November 19 meeting, to parNational takes a great interest in
ticipate in the discussion on the
the Trinity CROW chapter.
status and potential role of
Speaking on behalf of St.
fraternities at Trinity.
Anthony Hall, Nick Noble emIFC President John Burchenal
phasized that the question of
requested that each fraternity
women members is not new. Their
representative describe briefly the
National has a policy permitting
problems his organization faces in
women members, but according to
rushing wcimen. Steele was inNoble, "we don't want to do it
terested in "what the National in
(admit women) right now." Noble
each fraternity really represents."
mentioned that the feelings of old
A large portion of the evening was
brothers and a reluctance to make
devoted to explanations from each
any hasty decisions are factors fraternity representative about the
contributing to the Trinity Str.
rushing of women and the role of
Anthony Hall following a' policy
their
respective.
national
organizations.
•' different from its National.
by Dick Dahling

"The National sometimes
contributes a lot; sometimes
nothing at all," said Noble when
questioned about the strength of
their National. Noble explained
that the National will aid ailing
eont. on p. 2 '•

decided which department would
house this individual or even how
that department will be chosen.
By
predicting
possible
enrollments and variety of classes,
Martin said the Committee
estimates that eight to nine classes
could be generated each year.
Dr. Eugene Davis suggested
that the education professors be
assimilated into other departments
gradually rather than be forced to
leave the College. But, he stressed
that other departments have to be
willing to provide a permanent
"home" for people whose experience "has hither to been in
other fields." Afer all the
discussion about FTE's, Davis
added, "I wouldn't call my worst
enemy an FTE."
Committee member Dr. Dirk
Kuyk commented, "We didn't want
a f a t . . . or an emaciated program"
in terms of the number of
professors in the program. Dr.
Samuel
Kassow
questioned
whether V/i FTE's would be
sufficient to handle all the
disciplines which make up a good
education program. Kuyk replied
that Professors Leach and Gold
presently are running
the
American Studies and Urban and
Environmental Studies programs
single-handedly.
When the matter was put to a
vote, the faculty overwhelmingly
voted to establish the program of
Educational Studies as proposed by
the Committee. Only a few nay
votes were heard.
Dr. Battis, Chairman of the
Financial/Affairs Committee,
distributed hand-outs regarding
average faculty salaries and tuition
at Trinity as compared to IS other
small liberal arts colleges in the
Northeast. In terms of average
compensation for Faculty (including fringe benefits), Trinity
ranked 14th out of J6, behind such
schools as Yale, Tufts, Wesleyan
and Colgate and only ahead of
Hamilton , and
Connecticut
College.
Battis noted that the salaries for
those with less seniority had risen
more dramatically than for full
professors in recent years. He said,
"We've been pushing ahead at the
1
bottom and inching up slowly at
eont. o n p . 3

Tripod Picks Board
The Tripod staff held their semi-annua! elections for editors on
Sunday, December 2. Richard P. Dahling assumes the position of
Editor as of the December 11 issue. Steven A. Elmendorf was
chosen as Managing Editor and Megan P. White as News Editor.
The staff elected Nancy Lucas as Sports Editor. Patricia J. Hooper
as Hartford Editor and Rachel Mann and Sarah Jane Nelson as
Arts Editors.
Steve Pekock and R. Michael Hall will be
Photography Editors. The staff chose as Contributing Editors Eric
Grevstad, Margaret Henderson and Barbara J. Selmo. David Clark,
Paniporn Phiansunthon and Sharon Simoni were elected to be
this term's Copy Editors.
Carol Rumery remains Business Manager working with Lynda
Gaines, Circulation Manager. The staff selected new Advertising
and Announcements Editors: Mark Boelhouwer and Tim Martin,
respectively.
"
'
After his election, Dahling announced the appointment of two
special editors: Nick Noble as Associate Sports Editor, and Peggy
Kenton as Copy Editor.
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Women's Center Sponsors
WRTC Sexism Talk
by Staff Writers
On Thursday, November 15,
WRTC broadcast a program called
"And Speaking of Sexism." The
program dealt with the problem of
sexism and how to combat it.
The participants in the program
were Hedda Rublin, coordinator of
the Women's Center, and students
Melanie Hines, Suzanne Blancaflor, Carol Curtin and Becky
Friedkin. They each discussed
different forms of sexism and
answered questions from listeners.
The participants pointed out
that sexism surfaces in many forms
and is wrong whether leveled
against men or women. They noted
that women frequently get the
short end of the stick in terms of
opportunities, wages and safety.
Discussing the Equal Rights
Amendment, one of the panelists
said in defense" that the ERA
"doesn't hurt anyone's right to do
dishes and it doesn't mean women
will be shipped into battle." Among
other issues discussed were the
attitude of the women's movement
toward men, the goals of the ERA,
rape, and sex roies.
• Suzanne Blancaflor spoke of
the violence which can be
manifested through sexism. She
commented that women are
realizing that they dp not have to
be victims of violence, including
rape, a sentiment echoed in works
by women writers and singers that
were played during the show.
Sexism results from values
learned in childhood, stated Becky
Friedkin, Often boys are encouraged to define their sex role
actively, while girls learn passivity
as taught by models found in fairy
stales,

;

• • ' • • •

\"

.'•••• '

Blancaflor cited the image of a
woman awaiting rescue by her
Prince Charming, unable to cope
with her captivity alone, as one
source of the victim mentality
which haunts women. ,
Focusing on Trinity, the panel
agreed that sexism here is a
problem to be combatted. The lack'
of female professors at the school

without condemning the culture.
Defending women's dress, panel
members stated that whoever
wishes to wear clothes that make
her feel attractive and proud is not
necessarily being provocative.
Seductiveness^ rather than
simply femininity may be in the
eyes of the beholder, it was
suggested. After all, one panelist
pointed out, "even clothes or such
an attitude do not make a woman a
willing victim, No woman asks to
be raped even if she's in a bar
trying to pick up someone."

to provide role models for women
and the lack of courses which
cover women in history and
women's writing were cited as
examples of the problem.
Most of the listeners who called
in were mate, One caller asked
whether women were not deliberately presenting themselves as sex
objects by dressing provocatively,
to which panelists responded that
there is strong social pressure to
conform to notions of style.
One cannot condemn a woman
for trying to belong, it was asserted,

Clergy Convene on Campus
by Margaret Henderson
Trinity College hosted a special
convention of 500 clergy and
delegates of the Episcopal Diocese
of Connecticut, this weekend. The
meeting was held to outline fundraising procedures for the coming
year.
Trinity was chosen to host this
convention because of its superior
convention facilities: large dining
room, theater and classrooms for
meetings, and the Chapel itself.
Although the Bishop Co-adjutor of
Connecticut, Arthur E. Walmsley,
a Trinity alumnus, was celebrant
of the evening service and a leader
of the meetings, many of the
Connecticut clergy saw Trinity for
the first time.
The Convention, entitled
Connecticut Venture in Mission
(VIM) - convened on Friday,
November 30, the 250th anniversary of the birth of Samuel
Seabury, the first Episcopalian
bishop of Connecticut, and the first
Episcopalian bishop in the United
States. The delegates met at
preregistration and orientation on
Friday afternoon, and that evening
at dinner in the Mather Dining
Hall. Following dinner, the clergy
and other committee members
proceeded down the Long Walk en
masse, a spectacle witnessed by
many confused Trinity students, to
an evensong service in tiue Chapel,
At the service, the Seabury miter
the liturgical headdress worn by
bishops.as a symbol of that office,

passed into the custody of the
Diocese. The miter, formerly kept
in the Chaplain's office in the
Chapel, will be placed in the newly
completed archives of the Diocese,
where humidity control will
preserve the precious miter. Even
though the miter will now be in the
custody of the Diocese, the
Trustees of Trinity retain control
over it.

Arthur Ashe, tennis player and consultant io Aetna Life.and
Casualty, will speak on Friday about "Careers In Business and
Industry." All are Invited to attend the talk in Goodwin Theater.

Frats Explain Rushing Rules
ceremony which it considers
cont. from p. 1
fraternities, but receives money blatantly racist. Butler stated that
from local chapters as well. Noble the local chapter has eliminated
noted that the National has these practices and hopes that the
"broken down some internal National will do the same soon.
resistance" toward the idea of
The only fraternity at Trinity
having women in fraternities but he
which allows women menbers,
noted that people's attitudes within
Pelta Kappa Epsilon (DEKE) has
the local chapter will have to
had a rough time in maintaining
change before anything can be ^ this membership policy. Acording
done.
to DEKE representative Charles
Shutt, the National "turned its
Stephen Butler and Michael
back" on the Trinity DEKE
Gould told the group that Pi Kappa
chapter when it went co-ed. The
Alpha (PIKE) was forbidden by its
National still has not changed its
National to rush women. They
rules banning women from
emphasized that the PIKE chapter
membership. While Shutt state^i
at Trinity relies heavily on the
that the National-local relationship
National for support, proven by the
is getting better, it still has a long
fact that PIKE recently reway to go.
ceived a $10,000 loan from its
National to fix up its house and
Bob Plumb noted that Psi
upgrade the kitchen facilities so
Upsilon (PSI U) has women
that a meal program can be offered
members nationally, but at this
at the fraternity house. Butler also
time, no women have really exmentioned that' the local chapter
pressed an interest in joining PSI U
was fighting the National over
at Trinity. As for the role of its
certain parts of the PIKE initiation
National, Plumb emphasized that
relations could be a lot better.
Plumb noted "that the lack of
financial support from the National
was the main reason for the illfeelings.
Alpha Delta Phi's (AD)
National forbids women members
in the local chapters. Ken Savino,
representing Trinity AD, noted
that AD uses the National "when
we need them". He went on to say
that the National rule concerning
women was really not that important because the fraternity
brothers themselves are just not
willing to accept women as
members.

Call when you
leave - it will
be ready upon
arrrival

Delicious
Pizza and Hot
Oven Grinders

TEA PIER
PACKAGE STORE
HAS FREE
AREA DELIVERY

PIZZA
Come in and Eat in our
NEWLY EXPANDED Dining Room!

Phone

y

2 4 7 - 0 2 3 4 ' . •••.

..-.•,„ Richard Staton

:

Across from South Campus
287 New Britain Avenue
Hartford

CALL SKIP &
MICHELLE PETERSON

525-1698
FINEWINE&
LIQUOR SELECTION
570 HILLSIDE AVE.,
HTFD.

After listening to the responses
from the fraternity brothers, Steele
and Zannoni raised question)
concerning fraternity responsibilities, structure, function, and
the future course of action for:
fraternities.
•.
, Steele termed fraternities a
"privileged group." While he said
that this does not bother him,
Steele emphasized that "with
privilege comes responsibility,"
Sooner or later, Steele felt,
fraternities will have to deal wilfl
the question of sexism.
, -aiannoni,. questioned whethtf
anytttlhf"" because the Si
boundaries which are alrea*
determined will breed a certain
type of behavior, She also noted
that benefits such as alumni
support and job placement opportunities that come with
fraternity membership are denied
to women. Zannoni commented
that is is sometimes difficult foi
people to continually go "where
they are always a guest."
The necessity of dealing witb
women more and more , on tte
outside world and the College's
committment to Affirmative
Action are two factors, accordinj
to Steele, which will force the
fraternities to deal one way or
another with the issue of women.
Noble commented: "Fraternities have been made aware thai
they are no longer private isolated
entities." He noted that fraternities
often create a "mind-set" that can
be conditioned to be sexist.
Burchenal closed the IFC
meeting stating that "Females wUl
have to work with the fraternities.
He added that women will have to
take charge and realize that ctwmg
will not occur overnight.
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SGA Copes With Absenteeism,
Changing Amendments
by Sharon Ann Simoni

resolution would help stop the
"confusion that has run rampant
over recent S.G.A. meetings,"
when following Robert's Rules of
Order. Gavin Reardon found
Teitz's resolution confusing and
thought that the S.G.A. should be
allowed to vote on amendments
singly, which Teitz's resolution
would not allow. The S.G.A. voted
against Teitz's resolution 20 to 18.
Victoria Aronow, the S.GA.'s
Pub Liaison, reported that the Iron
Pony Pub, as of the end of October,
was making a profit. The S.G.P.B.
(Student Government Planning
Board) is no longer holding their
weekly talent night, because of
concern over the possibility of the
Pub losing business due to the 50cent cover charge. The Budget
Committee plans to allot $1000 to
$2000 to the S.G.P.B. for Spring
Weekend, which the S.G.P.B. had
planned to partially increase by
sponsoring the talent nights.
Lucretia Hadden and Donald
Jackson were elected to the
Author Toni Morrison
ConnPIRG Committee. They plan
cont. from p. 1
granted another two-year contract. to investigate the possibility of
the top." To prove this point, Battis
As in the other plan, the tenure making ConnPIRG accountable
pointed to a chart showing Trinity
decision would be made after the for any of its expenditures that are
ranked 13th in salaries for full
sixth ye^j1.
financed by student funds. Lynda
professors and 6th for assistant
Among the difficulties of the Gaines and Timothy Flynn were
professors.
Award-winning novelist Toni Campus Center. Admission is free.
second plan is the problem of
recognized as the ConnPIRG liaiMorrison
will read from her works All students are invited to attend Considering the consumer
fitting in a pre-tenure sabbatical
sons to the S.G.A.
and speak about images of black the lecture and a reception imprice index, Battis stressed that the
period, which would occur during
The Van Committee reported
average real income of professors the fifth year in the 3-3 scheme.
women in American fiction on mediately afterwards.
that Karl Kurth, Director of
is about the same as the figure for
Much debate focused on the pros
Thrusday, December 6 at 8:00 p.m.
Morrison is the author of three
Athletics, expressed interest in
ten years ago and is actually less
and cons of such sabbaticals.
The event will be held in the acclaimed novels, The Bluest Eye,
buying the S.G.A.'s van. He only
than the figure for two years ago.
Washington Room of Mather Sula, and Song of Solomon. A critic
Dr. Kassow addressed an issue
offered $2400, which is $600 less
President Theodore D. Lockwood
on the minds of many of those_ than the offer the Van Committee
has described The Bluest Eye as
said that increasing professors'
present when he-asked how much
"so precise, so faithful to speech
received from a dealer, if traded in
salaries is a priority of the College.
emphasis will be placed on
and so charged with pain and
for a station wagon. Kurth also
cont. from p. 1
research at Trinity, particularly
Battis distributed another chart
wonder that the novel becomes
explained that there would be little
no knowledge of what form the poetry." In 1978, Morrison was
before tenure is awarded. He feels
which illustrated that Trinity stood
chance for student use, and that
offer of assistance would take but awarded the National Book Critics
that research won't make the
15th in tuition, behind all schools
students would have to notify him
that "the League will be interacting Award for fiction for Song of
College as outstanding as high
but the University of Connecticut.
approximately one month in adthrough the President's Council on Solomon.
quality
teaching.
Referring
to
The 7% increase over last year's
She is a frequent
vance if they wanted to use it. The
Minority Affairs."
tuition was smaller than the in- Yale's reputation for fine faculty
contributor of articles of criticism
Van Committee therefore plans to
;
Dr. Frederick Adams, President and social commentary to The New
research, he.added, "We can't out- trade the van in for a station wagon
the .other fourttebh
*.
4->;«I.< • .
- - .
of the Urban League, in com- York Times.
Yale Yale."
as soon as the details are worked
menting on how the League plans
Dr. Lee presented options for
Others, including Helen Lang of
out. The Committee also plans to
Morrison is currently
to help the College, said, "There is
tenure tracking, which would
the Philosophy Department,
make rules to strictly control the
no work we'can do other than the working on her fourth novel.
affect non-tenured professor's
commented that is is a mistake to
use of the station wagon.
work the College can ask us to do."
sabbaticals. The current plan is
assume that doing good research
Earn Extra Money
The Saga Committee reported He said the League responded to
necessarily detracts from one's
called a 3-3 scheme. If a professor
that the Ox Farm Program was able "specific requests from the College
ability to teach well. Dr. David
& Free Travel!
is reappointed after his fourth
to raise approximately $1000 to to look at its positions."
Henderson of the Chemistry
semester, he may stay for a total of
Be a campus rep. for New
William Brown, Executive
benefit the Hartford Food Bank.
Department countered with the
six years, at which time a decision
England's largest and highest
The new 10-meal plan has been Director of the Urban League of
view that the people Trinity would
to grant or deny tenure is reached.
commission paying travel
attract to do research would be approved and will go into effect Greater Hartford and a participant
If tenure is granted, the professor is
agency. Interested students;
in
the
meeting,
refused
to
comment
during spring semester.
allowed to stay on; if not, he is second-rate compared to those at
write:
,
on
the
situation,
saying
it
was
in
the
Wesleyan
and
Yale.
Dr.
Glenn
Gavin Reardon investigated the
given a one-year grace period,
Garber Travel = H = = £
"College's
workshop."
Weaver created a stir when he possbility of having typewriters for
before he must leave the college,
1406 Beacon Street
Barbara Robinson-Jackson also
announced, "To discuss this topic student use in the library. Reardon
effectively making this a 3-4 plan.
Brookline, MA 02146
is stupid and silly." He said that
found that it could be feasible next refused comment, saying only
In the alternative 3-2-2 scheme,
or
call 61.7-734-2100
professors will do research if they year, if the S.G.A. reserved a carrol "I thought it was a good meeting."
the initial appointment would be
Stuart J.Chason,
wish to and will not do research if
Dr. Lindsay, Chairman of the
and supplied the typewriters.
College Program Director
for three years. If the individual is
they cannot or will not.
Buildings and Grounds plans to President's Council on Minorities Outside Mass.. Call 1-800-225-4570
reappointed, he would receive a
two-year contract. Another review
No decision was reached on dust the fire alarms and ex-also refused comment saying it had
would occur at the end of the the tenure of sabbatical issues. tinguishers with a purple dye been decided at the meeting that
There will be further discussion at during Christmas Vacation, to the matter should not be discussed
individual's fifth year. At this time,
with the press.
prevent misuse.
future faculty meetings.
if the professor is reappointed, he is
The Tripod was unable t o
The S.G.A. plans to hold a
meeting with refreshments in the reach President Lockwood for
, ,
near future. Students will be able to comment.
417 New Britain Ave., Hartford
openly discuss the S.G.A.'s role on
(Corrw of Hllitkta Aw.)
campus with officers and members
of the S.G.A.
The last S.G.A, meeting this
semester will be held at 9:30 p.m. 4 Union Place
this Monday in Mather Dining Hartford
Hall. AH members are urged^ to
ALWAYS ON HAND
attend.
,
letter when nearing the maximum
amount of demerits allowed for
The agendas of the Student
absenteeism before dismissal.
Government Association meetings
If a representative misses a
held on November 19 and 26 included clarification of its ab- meeting but obtains a proxy, he
receives one demerit; without a
senteeism policy and discussion of
proxy, he receives two demerits. A
a resolution to help make the
representative receives one-half
procedure for changing amenddemerit for missing more than half
ments run more smoothly.
a meeting. After receiving three
The first meeting did not have a
demerits, a member is expelled,
quorum until 9:53, after Lucretia
except under extenuating cirHadden
telephoned
absent
cumstances, which the student
representatives, urging them to
must verify to the Steering Board.
attend.
Some representatives complained
The second, well-attended that no action has been taken yet
meeting ran very smoothly and was against those members who have
already received more than three
over within an hour,
Andrew Teitz proposed an demerits.
amendment to the S.G.A. ConTeitz also proposed a resolution
stitution that would insure that would change the amendmentmembers would be warned by making procedures. Teitz felt his

Tenure, Sabbatical
Issues Debated

Morrison to Speak on
Black Women in Fiction
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Hartford
Trin Grads Open Restaurant
in the future to become a limited
partner in the business.

by lack Kassel
Hartford will soon see the
opening of a new downtown
restaurant. This is not often an
occasion for great concern on
campus, but Shenanigans, located
in prestigious Bushnell Plaza, is of
special interest: it will be owned
and operated by two Trinity
graduates.
Shenanigans is owned and
managed by John Chapin '70. A
history major, Chapin did a stint
with the Hartford Police Department before entering restaurant
management. In his last venture,
Chapin operated the Reading
Room in Farmington, and sold out
after the restaurant became
successful. With that revenue, he >;
bought out The~3'2nd Restaurant,
and began arranging its transformation into Shenanigans.
Chapin was looking for a
partner to help him set up and run
the restaurant, so last spring he
placed an ad in the Career
Counseling Office. Chapin says he
was looking for "a Trinity
degenerate who didn't get into grad
school." Kim Burns '79 is the first
to admit that he fit the description.
Burns, an Economics major,
contacted Chapin, and today is
assistant manager,- in charge of
arrangements for the bar, He hopes

Restaurant Review

•The interior of the restaurant
has been almost completely refurbished.
Custom-made
mahagony tables and matching
lampshades were specially constructed and the men have dug up
old or antique prints, advertisements, and postcards for the
walls. But the most work, by far,
has been the reconstruction of
"Worcester Lunch Car Company.
Car H 792 - an authentic forties
diner placed smack in. the middle
of the restaurant.

worked at The Gull in Essex, Ct.
and at The Farmington Country
Club, advocates what he calls "the
New American Cuisine." He
defines this as a "modernization
and celaning-up of everything good
that American restaurants are
supposed to be." He considers this
a
backlash
against
the
degeneration of the "fast-food
tradition" which originated with
the American diner, a decline
which perhaps is reaching full'
fruition under the Golden Arches.

For this clean-up, Fleber will
employ only fresh produce and
Car H 792 was known1 as the meats whenever possible. He plans
Phillips Diner from 1946 until a few to avoid any food with chemical
N
years ago, when it was retired from additives or preservatives. He
its Woodbury, Ct. location; Chapin seems to be going out of his way to
bought the diner earlier this year, insure quality. For example, he
and contracted the Stout Company hopes to ship in bread and maple
to- disassembla the car and_ syrup from Vermont, and get real
reconstruct it within the premises smoked pork from a local farmer
of the restaurant. Work began in rather than use commercial,
mid-August, and piece by piece the sodium-nitrate-laderf bacon.
diner re-appeared, albeit slightly
The menu, with many Felber
shortened, re-tiled and re-finished.
Today it is the centerpiece of originals, will include meat pies,
Shenanigans, dominating the quiche, salads, fresh local fish, and
restaurant and serving as a bar and open-faced sandwiches served on a
granola muffin. Felber says that
dining area,
every item on the menu will have a
It is a good sign that for all the twist; "You can still order a hot dog
attention paid to 'the decor, the or a burger, but it'll come our
food maybe even more impressive. special way."
Chapin has hired Jack Felber, who
Having a hot dog "their way"
he describer as "a real find" as head
will mean enjoying an all-natural
chef. Felber, who previously
frank with Canadian bacon and

From left to rleht: Jack Felber. head rhef: Jim Chapin '70, owner;
Kim Burns '79.
melted cheese wrapped around it,
The bar will feature daily wine :
the whole thing surrounded by a beer and mixed-drink specials, a •:
puff-pastry shell baked to order. well as a wide range of no«
Shenanigans will be open for all alcoholic drinks made from fresj .
three meals, with the same menu fruits and juices. In addition, i
for lunch and dinner. Sundays will snack menu will be offered to
feature a special brunch and live
music. Prices for the entrees range accompany between-meal and lati
from $2.50 to $4.95, with daily night libation.
specials a bit higher. This very
Chapin hopes to open tc|
reasonable price range reflects a
reduction of portion-size that breakfast and lunch later this weel
Felber advocates for the lighter and then-open full-time by Dec. li '
meal which many people prefer, Bushnell Plaza is located on tlr ..•
especially at lunch. This policy also corner of Main and Gold Sis
across from the Wadsworl
leaves room for the home-made
1
desserts, which include the house Atheneum. Reservations (525;
special "Hartford Cream Pie" that 4117) are encouraged. The W
Trinity grads will be more tha
promises to give Boston a run for happy to see you there. And, the
its money.
add, "bring two hundred friends

Song Hoys: Authentic Chinese Co6km§
omelette, you can glance at your
plaeemat which gives definitions of
Have you ever eaten sizzling
cooking techniques, essential
Wor Bar with chop sticks and
ingredients, and certain dishes.
finished before the Wor Bar stops
If, for some reason, you don't
sizzling? Do you add soy sauce to
happen to like Chinese food, then
your rice so it makes a glob that
you may order from a limited •
sticks to your chopsticks So that
American menu, if you feel you
you don't have to grab the nearest
must. We must warn you that you
utensil when your oblivious dinner
will indeed be missing a Most
partner isn't, looking? C an you
delicious meal which unlike most
define SAI FOON? If your answers
other'Chinese repasts, will not
are: No, Yes, So, or if you don't
leave you hungry an hour after it
have any answers at all, then you
has been consumed. (It may be
should treat yourself to a lunch or
worth noting that neither of the
dinner at the House of Double
two writers of this article sufffered
Happiness - which may be easier to
If, on the other hand, you do from the horrible monosodium
locate if you use its Chinese name: not know that moo goo foo young glutamate syndrome,
often
SONG HAYS.
is only a Chinese-style mushroom associated with heavy consumption
of Chinese food.)
The menu at Song Hays is
extensive. The usual ten varieties
of chow mein, chop suey and sweet
' and sour entrees are available, as
Ihe University
are numerous fresh seafood dinof Bridgeport School of Law is
ners •- shrimp with bean sprouts,
Chinese vegetables, lobster sauce,
accepting applications for
etc., lobster conatonese-style,
admission to the fall 1980 semester.
lobster ding, scallops and an
occasional crabmeat dish, about
Write the Office of Admissions,
ten different beefo dishes, inUniversity of Bridgeport, v
cluding beef with oyster sauce,
School of Law, Bridgeport, Conn.
, mushrooms and green peppers and
06602, or phone (in Connecticut)
black bean spareribs. Also "lo
576-4048, (Out-ofstate phone
mein" (soft noodles) and egg foo
toil free) 1 -800-243-9496
young entrees were offered in roast
pork, chicken, shrimp or lobster.
for an application and further
There were eight types of fried
information.
rice, and plenty of delectable
appetizers also.
by loan Steuer and David C lark

Song Hays is a large restaurant with a take-out annex
appropriately named "The Orient
Express". It is situated downtown
at 85 Asylum Street. Song Hays
caters to the American who enjoys
authentic Chinese food. The
typical red and gold motif, Chinese
•\vaiters and waitresses, and
Chinese names for many of the
entree listings are pleasant
traditions at Song Hays, often
absent
from
the
more
"Americanized" versions of
Chinese restaurants.

X

UNIVERSITY OF BRIDGEPORT
SCHOOL OF L A W / * ? y
At this time the University of \Bridegport School of Law,
Is licensed and accredited by the State of Connecticut and
approved by the American Bar Association.

The drinks are rather potent, so
it may be wise to order an appetizer
or two while you are sipping; Some
ideas are; excellent shrimp egg
rolls - an order of two costs $1.90;
or 8 shrimp puffs for $3.25, or 10
chicken wings for $2.25, or crispy
fried wonton at $1.95.
The more daring diner may
wish to sample a taste of many
Chinese snacks and can order a
platter of Song Hays' tidbits
($4.50), or a pu pu platter ($4.75
\

u- i.

• L c

per person) - which consist of egg
rolls, spareribs, chicken wings,
fried fantail shrimp and teriyaki
beef, all served on a flaming
hibachi. Another excellent mealstarter/ r>ni
idea /^L
would be the won ton

soup
Other
soups
were;
egg
drop, 090).
hot and
sour,
house
special
drop hotand
and Chinese
sour house
special
wonton
vegetable.
Suggestion; don't fill up totally on
the appetizers and bowls of
accompanying crispy chow mein
noodles,; dinner-is simply too good
to forego.
A large group may choose a
"family dinner" ($8.50/ person)
which includes soup, egg rolls,
barbecued ribs, choice of entree,
fried rice, cookies and ice cream or
sherbet.
Entrees are diverse,
ranging from butterfly shrimp and
steak with mushrooms to subgum
and sweet and sour chicken.
Combination platters are also
available and all include egg roll,
pork fried rice -and tea. The
combination dinners vary in price
from $3.75-$5.75. We sampled the
shrimp with lobster sauce: a
healthy portion of eight fresh, large
shrimp in a thick sauce flecked
with lobster.

The cocktail list is lengthy and
includes every type of mixed drink
imaginable and a few more exotic
beverages such as the Fog Cutter,
Hawaiian Chi-Chi, Plum Blossom
and Love Potion - all at about
$2.50. Some drinks are served in a .,
fresh pineapple or coconut conOther dinners are rainbow
tainer. Non-alcoholic renditions of diced chicken ($6.25) - a colorful
many drinks are available, and cost melange of chicken, shrimp, pork,
approximately one dollar less.
shrimp and lobster sauteed with

crunchy waterchestnuts, fresl',
mushrooms and diced vegetables!
crowned with toasted almonds ant;
silver rice noodles; Hawaiian ducij
($5.50) crisp Long Island ducklinji
witlr lychee and pineapple, ant
topped with sweet and sour saucij
and shredded coconut; Cheftj
special, sizzling Wor Bar,
i
(didn't think we'd tell you what thai
was, did you?). Wor Bar is'a sizzlinr
fantasiz' of roast pork, chicken;
lobster,
assorted
chinesi
,,
, •
.„_ „,,«,
vegetables, served over rice pup

onB a hot platter, flamed at your
table.
••!,;.

A rather expensive, but worthy
($8.75) entree is the special steal,
pan-broiled sirloin steak, thiclfl)]
sliced and served with Chinese
hroomi.
d s a n d assort.
' v e g e t a b l e S i ' a P n d a l s 0 s e r v e d on.
sizzling hot platter. Another mofi
reasonable, but equally ofstanding gourmet dinner is lobstfi
d ^ ^ > _ h u n k s of fresh lobstti
sauteed with' waterchestnufsj
mushrooms and diced vegetablf,
topped with whole M***^
almonds.
„ li
All ingredients used at MWJ
Hays are fresh, and the food jfc
served quickly and piping hot m
the standard metal dish with if
which keeps the food steaming.
The take-out menu is »
tremely reasonable - chow tn#
and fried rice are $1.65 pt., &£
qt., sweet and sour shrimp S 3 |
qt., Pu-Pu chicken wings,, P0^
fried rice and egg roil $3.75;pepP.,
steak with onions, ffried rice W
egg roll $4.25. If you have a late
l
desire to get sauced on cold due |
tryy a qquart of it, Song Hays sty •
for
l $2.75.
$275 To
To place
place take-oj
for only
orders call 525-6388.
RATING
Service-****'/*
Atmosphere-*""/!
Food-****
Prices-Reasonable
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Editorial
A Few Thoughts at the End of the line
Here we are at the end of the line. This is where I
"get off. Today marks the end of this editorial board's
term of office. For these final remarks I will drop the
editorial we.
The final Tripod of the semester will be published
next Tuesday. The new staff will be responsible for its
production, led by newly-elected Editor Richard P.
Dahling, in whom I. have a great deal of confidence
despite his Grosse Pointe background and heavily
Republican tendencies. Next semester's staff is a
highly qualified one, boasting a good deal more
experience than this one had when it tackled the
presses. I only hope that next semester's staff is as
fortunate as we were in having serious issues raised
and pursued by the student body, some of which I have
the privilege of discussing now.
The College has finally realized that the fraternities
are de facto the most powerful student institutions on
campus, capable of both more harm and good than any
other organization rup by students. As such, the
College must-deal with the fraternities carefully and
with a cognizance of their significance. They may no
longer be scolded or slapped on the wrists. They must
be approached with respect. For their part, the
fraternities must acknowledge and accept their
importance to the College and act accordingly.
The frats are not little clubs thf boys and girls
join. They are not creatures of the College. They are
branches of large, national corporations; each frat is a
part of something much bigger than Trinity College.
The brothers and sisters of our fraternities have
accepted a responsibility that extends beyond their
individual chapters. In their behavior they must always
remember this. And in dealing with the fraternities, the
College must also remember it.
The frats can not and should not allow themselves to
degenerate into simple, immature, irresponsible social
groups. In a like manner, however, as long as the
fraternities hold themselves accountable for their
. trneinbersV actions and ca/ry through on this
commitment, they can not and should not allow
themselves to be bullied by the Administration in- any
way. The fraternities are not at present creatures of the
College. I do not think that they ever should be.
Sexism has rocked the entire campus. Everyone
agrees that it is a bad thing. What people disagree
about is to what extent it is operating at Trinity.
The discussion has at least reflected that students are
ready to start thinking outside of the classroom again.
They just haven't remembered how to do it
openmindedly yet.

Tripod / / /
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Managing Editor
Dick Dahling
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Men and women should be equal legally. However,
that they are equal does not mean they are the same.
Single-sex fraternities acknowledge this fact. Women
willingly acknowledge the right of men to associate
among themselves. A night out with the boys is
accepted.
What is not accepted is the institutionafization
through single-sex fraternities of this acknowledged
difference. The point, women say, is the principle.
However, it seems that the principle does not really
apply. Women are not excluded from single-sex
fraternities because they are better, worse, shorter,
taller, smarter, or dumber than men. A single-sex
fraternity has nothing to do with discrimination in the
sense that it is applied in the discussion of equal rights.
It is simply one of the forms in our society that has
evolved out of men's and women's desires to be with
their own sex in some institutionalized environment
which concretizes their acknowledgment of difference.
i There are many such institutions. The Junior League
is a banal one. The League of Women Voters is a more
impressive one. Rosey's All-Women Bowling League in
Cincinnati is an entertaining one. All exclude men but
are not discriminatory in the sense that women mean
when they call single-sex fraternities discriminatory.
And in reality single-sex fraternities are not
discriminatory in the sense that women mean when
they level this accusation. I hope that the E.R.A. is
passed damned soon. I also hope that after it is passed
there will still be room Jn America for the Junior
League, the League of Women Voters, Rosey's A l l Women Bowling League, and single-sex fraternities.
Finally, the fuel cost crisis has asserted itself in no
uncertain terms. Yet there has been surprisingly little
response from the students. For an issue that is of
direct relevance to us all, I must admit that I am
disappointed at the lack of student action. The structure
of our education will soon take a different form as a
result of the fuel cost problem; we should be "getting
involved in the process of determining what its new
structure will be.
It has been a hurried, interesting, disillusioning,
rewarding, tiring, exciting, frustrating, humorous,
boring, dynamic, tedious, challenging fall. I must admit
that I look forward, to just sitting back and reading
about it all next semester.
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Commentary
Divestiture Is the Only Real Alternative
by Joyce Ackerman,
Karen McDonald and
Brian Zaff
Although
multi-national
corporations,
which
are
predominantly motivated by the
principle of economic profit, may
not necessarily recognize moral
concerns, Trinity C.ollege, as a
liberal arts institution and an intellectual community, must in
principle adhere to such fundamental guiding tenets. The
Trustees' defense of its investments
in corporations that invest in South
Africa on the grounds that the
corporations follow the Sullivan
Principles is not a valid one. The
Sullivan Principles were written by
Leon Sullivan, a member of the
Board of Directors of General
Motors Corporation, which invests
in South Africa. As a trustee,
Sullivan's "peculiar" circumstances
. would not necessarily preclude the
validity of the principles, but these
circumstances do, however, foster
certain concerns regarding the
motivation underlying the fundamental tenets of the Sullivan
Principles. These principles call for
the U.S. companies to improve the
conditions of their non-white
workers to the maximum extent
within the apartheid system, which
in turn, promotes racial oppression
and white supremacy. Even if the
Sullivan Principles were being
adhered to (which they are not), it
would have little influence in
improving the racist conditions
since the U.S. corporations in
South Africa tend.to be capital and
not labor-intensive and employ less
than one percent of the black labor
force. Trinity invests in Ford,
General Motors, IBM,. Xerox,
Mobil, and Exxon. These companies have not merely violated the
Sullivan . Principles, but more
importantly, they have violated
basic human rights.
ConnPIRG asks, ."What have
individual companies done to stop
apartheid?" Over Thanksgiving
weekend, the Ford Motor Company fired 700 black workers
because of their membership in a
black labor union which the South
African government had refused to

recognize. The workers struck
against the Ford Motor Company
in an effort to achieve recognition.
The rationale for their dismissals
was that they were allegedly
striking under the auspices of a
black trade union that was not
recognized by the existing apartheid government. The New York
Times on November .27 reported
that Ford was in the process of
hiring new workers for their plant
in South Africa, This event clearly
illustrates that Ford and other U.S.
corporations through similar
discriminatory activities have not
utilized sufficient effort in improving the conditions of a
majority of the South African
population. While, on the contrary,
their actions perpetuate the
existing oppressive political
regime. In addi*'On, the presence
of U.S. corporations in South
Africa maintain stability of the
inequitable economic system of the
ruling apartheid government. The
stability of the apartheid political
system is contingent upon that
nation's economic stability as is
true with any political system and
the accompanying economic
activity. Thus, the mere presence
of U.S. corporations in South
Africa insures the continued
existence of the apartheid governments.
Another question raised by
ConnPIRG, "What products do
they market in South Africa?", is
irrelevant to the |< issue of
divestiture. It is in fact
questionable whether the companies in which we are invested
and in turn invest in South Africa,
produce "socially useful goods."
That the trucks that the General
Motors Corporation produces are
used to transport the South African
police who help maintain a white
minority rule seems to undermine
the
"usefulness"
of the
aforementioned trucks. The
relevant concerns underlying the
issues of .divestiture regard the
economic support provided to the
apartheid systems by the U.S.
corporations and not the specific
nature of the products being
produces. Even if the companies in

The Sky Is Falling
by David C. Brooks

Now, I'm not out to get
anybody, and I don't like to play
the puritan killjoy, but if this were
some primitive tribe we'd study this!
as an anthropological phenomenon
instead of accepting it as something
inevitable. Scholars would question
what life really meant to such
people, and sensitive thinkers
would be disturbed by the answer.

Who knows how many zillion
times I've thought of something to
write and haven't bothered — the
commentary, pieces that never
scathed, the criticisms that were
never handed out, and the
profound statements I'never made*
Somewhere up there there's a
graveyard of ideas that never came
to be. They got jotted down on a
You see even the simple
note, the, note got lost, then the physics of the process are
idea got forgotten . . . and so.
fascinating. According to my
calculations, the average bowling
Still, every once in ; a while ball takes two and a half seconds to
something happens, something that fall eight stories, and it has a
is just close enough to me so that I velocity on impact of 54 mph. A
care, yet significant enough to still TV about, the same. And florescent
carry some meaning to someone tubes, with their superior
other than myself. You see, I live in aerodynamic shape, take at least
High Rise, and recently some three or four seconds to contact
basically nice harmless individuals ground zero (not .to mention that
I know have developed a new the glass is treated with a toxic
hobby. They like to throw things off substance). What this all means,
our roof. Evidently, when the anyway, is that no matter how
"things" hit the ground they shat- many all clears our valiant bomter in delightful and aesthetically bardiers sound there's still enough
pleasing geometric patterns. And time for someone to come walking
what are the "things" they like to out a dorm door. Imagind meeting
throw? Oh, nothing much. A couple you maker because someone
of bowling balls, two TVs, a small thought a TV could fly?
explosive, and countless fluorescont. on p. 7
v '? tubes.

South Africa did produce socially
useful goods such as "bandaids for
the sick," the question still remains,
at what cost are they being
produced? Slave labor in the U.S.
produced many useful goods, but
at the expense of basic human
rights.
According to the ConnPIRG
letter, these investments help
further " . . . a healthy South
African economy (that) benefits
blacks as well as whites and should
remain healthy." We propose that
General Motors and all corporations that invest in South
Africa are not healthy' on the
grounds that they support racial
discrimination — how healthy is
discrimination? How "healthy" is
our moral if not Financial support
of this "sick" ideal?
According to Mr. James
English, Trinity's Vice-President of
Finance and Planning, Trinity has
protested GM's sale of trucks to
the South African Police. Evidence
' indicates that this protest was
unheeded. Sufficient investigation
without action to back it up is
analogous to creating a master-

piece and hanging it in the closet.
The investigations have uncovered
numerous violations of human
rights that have been perpetuated
by the economic support of the
apartheid government by the
multinationals.
In further conversations with
Mr. James English, he indicated
that Trinity's standing would not be
seriously impaired by a "blanket
divestment." Complete divestiture
of these corporations, Ford,
General Motors, Xerox, IBM,
Exxon, and Mobil, would entail
certain financial costs, consisting
essentially of transaction fees, but
the financial stability of Trinity's
endowments would not seriously
be affected. Thus ConnPIRG's
statement that "it would be neither
prudent nor financially wise for
Trinity to blanketly divest from all
companies that do any type of
business, no matter how large or
how small, in South Africa" is both
erroneous and fallacious. As the
financial risks would be minimal,
the only remaining consideration is
the moral implications of Trinity's

indirect support of the South
African apartheid system.
That the South African regime
is one in which the blatant use of
the principle of racial supremacy in
its entire legal, political, economic
and social system is a crime against
humanity. Of course there are
other
oppressive
regimes
However, this does not negate the
necessity to remove our support ot
the South African government on'
which racial supremacy is the
central ideology. Simply because
human injustice exists globally
does not justify the belief that,
"There's more injustice that there
are people willing to do anything
aboutit. We're outnumbered so we
won't take any action." We cannot
justify inaction.. We are not
denying the impracticality of
eradicating all the injustice, be we
are obligated to start somewhere. It
appears at this stage, given the
morally
objectionable
characteristics of corporate investments in South Africa, thai
divestiture is the appropriate
course of actions.

Divestiture: Another View

Recently a letter has been do not hold this view. They fCel
circulated among members of the that a healthy South African
Trinity community by the economy benefits blacks as well as
Democratic Socialist Organizing whites, and should remain healthy.
Committee suggesting that, for ConnPIRG recognizes the sinmoral reasons, Trinity College cerity of both these arguments.
should divest itself of all South
ConnPIRG agrees that corAfrican related investments within porations ought to have a greats*1/
a year. The Trinity chapter of sense of social responsibility.
ConnPIRG has been asked to However, there are other avenues
endorse this concept. It does not of action open to investors other
wish to endorse the letter in its than divestiture.
present form.
An investor ought to make a
ConnPIRG is also concerned company-by-company judgment on
about the role U.S. coqwratlons this issue. Questions such as the
play in the world. Many political, following should be asked: What
legal, and economic systems across have the individual companies
done to stop apartheid? Nothing?
the globe are morally and
Everything possible?
What
ideologically abhorrent to a large products do they market in South
number of Americans. One stich Africa? Walkie-talkies, for the
system is South Africa's apartheid secret police? Or bandages for the
policy.
sick?
Some community leaders have
If, after sufficient investigation,
suggested that, because of the
important role U.S. corporate the investor finds the companies'
money plays in maintaining the policies objectionable, it has several
current South African government options open. It can communicate
(and hence the apartheid system its displeasure to management. It
itself), all U.S. corporations ought can vote or withhold proxies. It can
to leave South Africa. This action, enlist the support of other insome feel, would hasten the vestors. And, if all else fails, it can
transition to majority rule. Others dispose of the investment.

The Board of Trustees of
Trinity College has unanimously
endorsed the Sullivan Principles,
which call for equal rights for
blacks in South Africa. Mr. James
English, Vice-President for
Finance and Planning, has in-

welcome, any student input ot
information on companies in which
Trinity invests that have violated
either the Sullivan Principles or the
general ethical and social concerns,
of Trinity, College. ConnPIRG
calls for an institutionalization of j
this willingness. Therefore, we j
would like to see regular student <
representation on all financial •
committees of Trinity College. 1
It would be neither prudent nor
financially wise for Trinity to
blanketly divest from all companies
that do any type of business, no
matter how large or how small, in I
South Africa. A careful in- ;
vestigation of all Trinity in- ;
vestments, not just in South Africa. ;
is necessary. Regular student input ,
and a rigorous application of
Trinity's ethical and social concerns can, together, best
accomplish this task.
/

Adventures of Branson

On Children and Scholarships
college of their choice. A program
based on a national level, yet
A tranquil setting, the seat of securing funds for its sustenance
power, the home town of many from the home-communities,
corporate executives and big-shots. through the work of the Board of
The center of town, there's this Directors and canvasing of local
dilapidated two-story white house, charitable organs.
the house contains- eight ghetto
high school students and three
These eight guys hailed from
supervisory personnel. New distant communities such as
Canaan is considered one of the Cleveland, Newark, Atlanta, and
most affluent suburbs in the state, NYC; their placement in. the afif not the country. How do we fluent Fairfield community was to
account for the existence of this serve both to enrich the lives of the
unseemly combination?
students themselves through
educational opportunity and
The eight boys in the environment, but also to expose
dilapidated
house
were their more affluent peers to the
scholarship students at NCHS, part world outside of the economically
of a national scholarship program exclusive suburban oasis.
which is designed to give qualified
students
from
deprived
The "guys" differed from many
backgrounds A Better Chance of their friends and peers in that
(thus the acronym ABC) at they did not (for the most part)
academic achievement and wear khaki pants, alligator shirts,
hopefully achievement in the and Topsiders, they didn't drive
byleffGranfield

around in parents' cars, they di#* '
vacation in Martha's Vineyard or
Key West. (Which is not to say that
if you are fortunate enough to dress
exclusively and vacation extravagantly, that you should not do
so; I just might point out that you
should consider yourself lucky to
be so well acommodated.)
The supervisory personnel or
theABC house included Steve
Blumenthatl (resident director) a .(•
some-times
tutors
Wendy
Coleman, and that crazy outdoorsman from Trinity College.
We tried to help the guys to adjust
to the academically intense environs of NCHS, given the fact thai
these boys were from lowermiddle-class backgrounds having
been schooled in areas where the
high school drop-out rates wert
quite high and college entrance
cont. on p. 7
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Commentary
Lively Times Ignite "The Other Place
by Paul Baker

t

I
iat

and tribulations of being the only
sincere radical on this campus.

Last Wednesday night Trinity's
Dean Sophocles '83 filled the
coffee house once again provided
students with high quality, alter- figurative spotlight when Susan and
native entertainment. A duo Tony took a few well-deserved
named
"CHIMAERA"
was breaks. Confidently sliding his
featured- from approximately 9:00 bench up to the nearby piano, he
to midnight. Susan Zimmerman unrolled waves of nimble notes.
and Tony Morris, two Simsbury Bypassing his repetoire of Bach
residents, compose the group; their and Mozart, he played some pieces
specialty is music from the Middle which I did not recognize. "Oh, that
Ages and Renaissance periods, in was some original jazz," he. labeled
addition to traditional Irish songs. it, when I asked him afterwards
who the composer had been.
Wean Lounge was the place and
intimacy was the ambiance. SupSeated in front of a spider-web
plementing the low lighting, can- of mikes and cords Susan and Tony
dles whispered silently in their displayed- their facile versitility.
glass pot prisons. The flickering Often switching to completely
flames created a counterpoint to different instruments after one or
the hold red cloths covering the two songs of a particular genre,
cafe tables. In one corner • a they represented the musical
collection of Wayne Asmus' prize heritage of Great Britain, Spain,
potted palms fringed a cluster of France, Italy and Germany. Some
comfortable chairs. This provided of the more interesting instrum'ents
an inviting oasis for a trio of young included a Gothic harp, a bodhran
women who made perceptive (folk-drum) and a set of Uillean
Music Theory 101 comments dur- bagpipes. The latter are Irish in
origin; they are pumped instead of
ing the intervals.
puffed, which is how the familiar
From the assorted ashtrays Scottish Highland pipes are
strategically scattered around the powered.
room, cigarette smoke climbed
gracefully upward like lively ivy.
In the middle of their
The essence of its animation was
Irish
set—
the
lent by a quartet of red and blue traditional
stage lights illuminating our per- penultimate piece-attendence at
the Coffee House reached an allformers.
time peak. Many students shuffling
Eric Gaydosh '81, the ever- on their habitual path towards the
,,tpr-.-sent manager, manned the Pub were drawn by the mellow yet
4k>^i:g.iie^ing newcomers with a energetic tunes flowing out of
smile and the regulars with a wave. Wean Lounge. Intrigued, they
Quarters clinked unsolicited into would pause By the door, then,
his thirsty cash-box; the alluringly inspired by the very novelty of the
low 25 cents cover charge per- idea, plunge in for a little night mitted patrons a complimentary music (as Gaydosh collected his
cup of coffee with unlimited refills. quarter). Many cups were quaffed
Patricia Wilber. '82 was to be of the brisk black brew that
fo-und at her usual station, Wednesday evening. Undoubtedly
presiding cherub-like over a table the lilting folk songs and the
with coffee, tea, and a tempting caffeine consumed combined to
tray of fresh doriuts. Her handcuff create some excellent essays writkey dangled from a cord around ten in the wee hours of Thursday
her neck- a mute token of the trials morning.

Falling Sky
cont. from p. 6
So, how are we to interpret this
event? Well, they locked the roof
to High Rise so there will be no
more bombing. But there will also
be no more late night stargazing,
nor more long talks with the nice
view, no more place to go skip
rope, or blow1 bubbles, no more
paper airplanes, etc. I could simply
say it's another case of the excesses
of the few truncating the privileges
of the many, that terrible "2%" my
old high school principal used to
blast about over the morning P.A.
But I" can't.

Of

There's something more here,
more than I can put my finger on
precisely. It must mean that
somehow the structure of this
community, designed to be a
shelter for scholarship and personal development, encourages
other instincts as well. The thinking
of such individuals must run
something life this: "Well, I've got
to start working soon anyway, so I
might as w£il have a little fun while
I still can." There's an interesting
pessimism there and a weird
conception of play.' There's also
malaise, and boredom, and a blase
attitude towards the consequences
of one's own action — all part of

the narcissistic angst of those who
are both bored and privileged.
And, when you add things up,
the grandfather's clock in Hamlin
that got wasted, the destruction in
the dorms, etc., what do you get?
Hegel would think it unique. I
validate myself, affirm my own
existence by destroying an object.
And I not only enjoy that act of
destruction. I like to tell people
about it. Again, there are some
pretty barren implications here. As
anyone who's ever seen a Vietnam
documentary knows, bombs always
look great when they explode — to
the bombadier.
Finally, if you really want to get
far-fetched, you could look for
similarities in the situations that
promote vandalism or destruction.
Is there an equation here? Are
there unique convictions and
certain types of people who are'
most prone to gleeful destruction?
Well, I guess I've exhausted my
moral pique for the evening. Again,
I hate to be a killjoy and I have
nothing against anyone in particular. It's just that such actions
raise real questions as to the actual
quality of materially comfy lives,
disturbing questions that are worth
•thinking about. • • . ; • •

If you missed "CHIMAERA"
this time around, the group will be
back at Trinity in February. Yet
they are not the only style of entertainment provided at 'The Other
Place". Wayne Asmus displays a
budding talent himself for his
knack of booking diverse acts. One
evening a while ago, "Mountain
John" held the stage, a roving songwriter from Anytown, U.S.A. A
self-taught poet, teller of tall tales
and entertainer extraordinaire, he
kept the audience laughing with his
off-beat humor and racy lyrics.
Surely one of the high points of
this past season' was the unpublicized appearance of Amy
Fulton and Sue Clifford. On a cold
October night, these two freshpersons (how clumsy) wanned

Alumni Lounge with the delicacy
of their music. In a small but select
group of songs, Amy led the vocals
with a clear voice which softly
spread through the well-filled
room. Sue accompanied her with
some intricate guitar work. The
young women then combined their
talents in presenting "Down By The
Ohio". This sad ballad about a
murder for love was especially
effective in the duet form that Sue
and Amy used. It was obvious from
the response that the audience
enjoyed listening as much as the
two singers enjoyed performing.
This is an age of mechanical
music-born from synthesizers and
studio wizardry, then distributed
through tiny transistor radios. It is
a pleasant change to take part in

the creative process yourself. You
can wat£h the performers right in
front of you as they weave sounds
which reach out and wrap the
audience. Afterwards you can talk
with them about their technique,
their personal style or influences
which bear on their music.
"The Other Place" is open from
8:00 till midnight, or until the
entertainer gets tired, whichever
comes last. On Sundays the Coffee
House is held upstairs in Alumni
Lounge; Wednesdays it's in Wean.
Live music is always featured, be it
Dean, other students, or an outside
group. A lotof credit must go to
Eric, Patricia, and Dean, in addition to Wayne Asmus, for making
this enjoyable alternative available.

Over the Transom

Best Wishes, Everybody
by Eric Grevstad
You'd think that people would
have had enough of silly columns,
but I look around me and I see it
isn't so. This is, according to my
records, the 50th Tripod column
I've done since I started in the fall
of 1977, and the paper has kindly
extended by contract for one
more term. I don't know whether
to write a really great column or
my history and philosophy term
papers.
Frankly, I'm not sure why I do
it. This has been an unusual
semester for the Tripod. I have
seen four or five letters and articles
criticizing me; one of my favorites
attacked me for "making fun of" an
organization, and then said in all
capitals, "WE WELCOME OPPOSING VIEWPOINTS!" Other
staff members have been criticized,
too. Nick Noble has lost weight.
Peter Bain lost his hair.
Also, this is not a good time
for an anniversary. The blahs
always hit you when you can least
afford to have them -- on the day of
the interview with the boss, you
wake up with a migraine and drop
the breakfast dishes — and, personally, I am having a senior slump
you could put in the Hall of Fame.
Basically, I am doing almost

nothing and doing it badly. Not
only are my grades sliding down
the alphabet, I have to take things
like the GRE's, where you pay $14
to learn you have forgotten your
high school algebra; Career
Counseling is having all these
crucially important workshops in
job hunting and resume writing,
and I have classes during all of
them. 1 am missing lots of grad
school application deadlines, but I
do have an interview for one of
them; the last time I interviewed
for anything, I got on the wrong
elevator, came in late, and
knocked over the chair when I
stood up to leave.,
Still, I am happy about my
column, and in a good mood
overall. My friends and associates
know how much I appreciate them,
but I'd like to take some time to
send regards to some other people,
and I'd like to mention a few in
particular:

going up 1-91 last Thursday, and
that kind of thing tends to make
people forget their differences.
Werner Rosshirt is applying to
medical school, and I wish him
good luck. 1 know med schools are
writing to Werner, because my box
number is 1745 and his is 1945..
My good wishes also go to Tony
Smith, who loves "dancing with the
girls to disco music" and was upset
when, in my disco column a few
weeks back, I wrote about them
not wearing any underwear. (I said
"at least according to the advertisements," Tony). The world is
big enough for both of us; still, if I
wanted to hear myself called an old
fogey, I'd go out on a date.

Champagne and flowers go to
Tony Chiulli and Marilyn Schmidt, .
who've Repeatedly written their
names on the blackboard of the
room where my English class
meets. A French class has the room
during the period before mine; as
Best regards to John Valaitis, near as I can figure it, Tony and
author of the comic strip Marilyn are either a passionate
"Gallusgrandis." I have alluded to couple or two characters in a
"Gallusgrandis" in this column as French text.
tasteless, offensive, and sexist (the
Finally, to sexists, racists, inlatter, I suspect, because of the tellectuals, clods, politicians, the
same reason that forced me out of media, and pretentious people
cartooning—I
couldn't
draw. everywhere: You make humor
women); but John and I were both columns possible. Keep up the
passengers in Peter Bain's VW good work.

Adventures ofBronson

Branson Goes to School
cont. from p. 6
was not a natural progression after
high school.
Basically, these guys were from
areas which you might appropriately call "the slums," most
of them were from female-headed
households, several had grown-up
learning Spanish as their first
language, Danyale, Frank, Uleto,
and Zachary were black, Roberto,
Miguel, Felipe, and Enrique were
Hispanic/ Puerto Rican. For the
most part they were all highly
motivated to succeed, and had
'been chosen for scholarship from a
pool if applicants at their
respective high schools to sesk
educational fulfillment at any of a
number of public and private high
schools around the country.

It was easy to contrast each of
them with their WASP peers, for
they dressed differently, talked and
walked differently, and carried a
different skin pigment. They
tended to be a lot more fun loving

groomed peers — and how could
they afford to be? They couldn't
afford Tretorn sneakers and
Brooks Brother's silk ties. And I'm
glad they couldn't, for they taught
me a lot of things about the town
that I grew up in, the high school

and easy-going than many of their
that I went to, and the class of
contemporaries, from my obpeople that I can expect to be
servations at least. One key difassociating with over the coming
ference: you know how many
years of my life. Nothing teaches
upper middle class guys tend to be
one as much as contrast and
rigid or uncomfortable when
perspective. Black defines white,
dancing? These guys let it all hang
out, they would dance any way and
to any kind of music. They made -just as up -defines down (as conraejook like a stilt, dancing next to cepts). I can say that I grew in my
them.
understanding and appreciation of
the nature of our society and the
nature oi the class within that
They didn't seem to be as self-. society to which I belong. Cheers,
conscious as many of their well- TC.
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assert my equal intelligence!
Wesleyan is a beautiful, highly
competitive
institution. It is
Gentlemen:
respected nationwide for fine
On Saturday, November 10, I
academic standing. Why then must
hurried down the stairs of Northam
a small group (I assume it is not
Hall - Located in the center of the
very large) not be complacent?
Trinity Long Walk - and hurried
across the "Quad" towards Jessee ' These individuals must hae been
"waitlisted" by Harvard or Yale
field. It was our homecoming day:
the throngs of blue and gold - and consequently, still feel a slight
tinge of insecurity concerning their
capped alumni attested to this fact
own abilities. Is such derision
as they filled the stands in defiance
called for? I urge the majority of
of the harsh elements. Together,
Westeyan students to subdue this
students and alumni eagerly
type of action if it does not comply
awaited the whistle which would
with their own sentiments, to be
initiate the seventy-ninth meeting
of the Bantams and the Cardinals. more concerned with the image
they leave with their peers at other
colleges/ universities.
Emotions heightened - both on
and off the field - by a rivalry
Trinity has the insider's
dating from 1885, the game was to
prove a muddy, pitched battle reputation of maintaining a "jock"
"preppie"
atmosphere:
between two less than nationally or
ranked powers. Midway through - characterized by a group of
quarter four, the Trinity contingent machines. "Everybody's the same."
Wesleyan on the other hand, is
unleashed a deafening roar when
senior standout Pat McNamara personified by a group o! "insnagged a Palmer pass in the flat dividualistic" intellectuals who
and sprinted for the end zone for waft into the realm of academia
his twentieth career T.D. - finally with extemporaneous harangues.
Let us both dispel these
breaking the scoreless deadlock
and simultaneously, a longstanding stereotypes and let football remain
a game, and the pursuit of
Trinity record.
knowledge a job,
I hope that this letter and the
Was the underdog to wind the
day? Unfortunately, victory opinion expressed herein will find a
escaped the grasp of the error- place in your newspaper. For it to
riddled Trin squad that squandered be smothered by the last bastion of
its hard-earned lead, yielding free expression would be a shame.
seventeen points in the final four By the way, nice game!
Sincerely,
minutes. Apparently, the better
James
F. D'Angelo
mediocre small New England
college football team reigned Trinity College '81
supreme. >

Homecoming Hassle

October 1, 1979, prohibits smoking
in all restaurants, except in
designated smoking areas. A
restaurant may not be declared a
smoking area in its entirety-one
half must be for non-smokers.
Trinity College must comply with
this law because the Dining Hall is
considered a public restaurant-it
accepts non-students for a fee-and
it must abide by state and local
health statutes.
Not only are SAGA and the
administration disregarding the
opinion of their own constituents,
the students. On thcrecent survey
taken by SAGA, over 60% of the
respondents desired a no-smoking
section. This is a substantial
majority, SAGA's conclusion to
the contrary.
A simply solution avails itself to
us; designate the "red room" as a
smoking area. The situation can be
easily rectified by posting signs in
the Dining Hall. These signs can be
obtained free or at minimum cost
from the Connecticut Lung
Association. There is no reason for
this problem to continue; there is
no reason for it to have lasted this
long.
Sincerely,
Ted Hartsoe

this issue, we are simply condoning
this heinous doctrine!
If we are to fancy ourselves as
intelligent human beings, and if the
end we intend to achieve is one of a
If we are to fancy ourselves as
intelligent human beings, and if the
end we intend to achieve is one of a
just and civilized society, it is
imperative that our attitudes be
congruous to the means necessary
to achieve that end.
In the future, I hope that people
on this campus will act in a manner
that reflects responsibility; and
good sense,
Thank you,
Donald K. Jackson '83

Mrs. John H. Bennett is an active
Trustee of CPTV.
As in the case of Mr. Borges, I
can understand the feelings of
Barbara Robinson-Jackson,
Director of Minority Affairs, when
she states (Tripod, Nov. 20, page 1):
"the college is making progress
towards solving the problems of the
minorities here, but it (progress) is
very, very slow." Again some
historicl facts may be helpful.
When we appointed a black to the
Office of Admissions in 1968 we
knew that it was only a beginning,
but at the time it appeared to be a
giant step forward.

Women are still a minority
group at Trinity, but when - in the
summer of 1956-* Marjorie Butcher
was appointed as the first woman
of the Trinity Faculty (with the title
of Lecturer in Mathematics), those
To the Editor :
of
us in the Department were not
I can understand the disappointment felt by Frank Borges "74 certain that the walls of old
in not having a Trinity alumnus Boardman Hall would remain
appointed as the first black Trustee standing in the fall. They did, and
in the history of the College (see Mrs. Butcher's capabilities and
the Tripod for Nov. 13, page 7), but performance have been such that
since Mr. Borges is a recent last spring she was promoted to the
graduate I suspect that he is not rank of full professor. It may be
aware of certain historical facts. that this recognition was slow in
John H. Bennett (with both an coming but the point I want to
undergraduate and a Ph.D. degree make is that it did come, and that
Dear Trinity Community,
from Harvard) is a former member in the past few years the status of
On November 17th, the Art of the Trinity Faculty (1965-72), women on the Trinity campus has
departments sent a bus to New and is the husband of a Trinity improved to such an extent that
York City. What might have been alumna (M.A. 1967). It is true that Mrs. Butcher's promotion was
an otherwise dull event was turned Mr. Bennett has "never ex- reported in the Tripod for Sept. 18
into a very enjoyable outing by the perienced college life and and in the latest Trinity Reporter in
meticulous planning of the academics as a Trinity student", a purely routine manner, with no
departments; Dr. Mahoney, in but he has certainly had close mention of what to graduates of an
particular, must be congratulated connections with the College over earlier period must be earth
Like a group of children tricked
shaking, news: »• woman has
jot^beiag;.»:,; supel^jl^';j^O|!iug|i,;|: a period of years.
rather than treated on a cold
actually UferiPptoiaftriiftd ttf a
-host. Fjrom the orangie juiie to>?th1l*':
Two
weeks
ago,
Tbm
Hefferbn
"
Halloween night, a wave of
professorship at Trinity.
wine, Dr. Mahoney provided inwrote
a
Tripod
commentary
enThe
Mathematics
Department
dejection transcended age barriers:
teresting conversation, fine service,
Probably this letter will be
spreading through the damp titled "How do You Feel About a and precise information, He always took pride in the fact that it
Million Bucks?" He expressed fears
had the honor of having the first considered as self-serving on my
Trinity fans like a plague. Shortly
which, even though a Freshman, succeeded, in part, by treating us as
thereafter, as the crowd began to had been building in me, I too, equals and friends . . . and didn't black faculty member at Trinity as part since I was chairman of the
disperse - the Trinity fans just noticed apathy among Trinity make us feel stupid if we didn't a valued and highly respected department involved in two of
colleague. He was a part-time these "firsts" and was a member of
passing by the visitors' seats students concerning virtually know exactly what we were doing.
faculty member and taught evening
towards the gate-rl was snapped everything which wasn't socially or On account of the ple^ure I graduate classes. Our only regret the Administration in 1968, but I
from a disbelieving trance by a athletically oriented. Though I lead received from that trip, I would not that we were unable to lure him am willing to take that risk if it can
chanting chide from our guests," ., a far from anti-social life, (anyone hesitate to go on such a trip again; away from United Aircraft Cor- help Frank Borges, BarbaraRobinson-Jackson, and others on
. Trinity is a safety school, Trinity is on Jones 3rd floor will attest to Thank you, Dr. Mahoney.
poration
(now
United the campus to realize that - to those
a safety school . . ." It was loud, that) I began to doubt if Trinity was
Anthony W. Shenton'81
Technologies Corporation) to a with a somewhat longer percutting through the rain and haze the right choice for me,
full-time position at Trinity.
spective - real progress in at least
not unlike a well^ioned butcher's
By coincidence, the day after
certain aspects of minority
blade. It was perfectly timed, but Tom Hefferon's article came out, I
It has given me great personal relations is being made. Doubtless
done in impeccably poor taste. The held the first Trinity Republican Dear Trinity Community:
biting wit (they must have spent meeting. Having worked on four
Now that the dust has settled, satisfaction to learn of John there is still much room for further
hours forming the phrase, carefully campaigns during high school, and allow me to comment further on Bennett's selection as a Trinity improvement, but such immolding each word, blending them finding them all worthwhile ex- Jeanette Glass's eloquent com- Trustee and I feel certain that provement may come sooner than
into a , . .) seemed so out of periences, I had decided to open ' mentary (Nov. 6 Tripod) entitled, present black students (and recent expected if everyone works toward
character for such a reputable the Republican Club in hopes of "IT WAS NOT A LAUGHING black graduates such as Mr. the goals that have been set, and if
school. After all, Edward Ken- getting more people involved in' MATTER." Ms. Glass denounced Borges) will soon hold the high the projects mentioned in Patty
nedy's second child had chosen to politics.
the incident in which a white male regard for Mr. Bennett that is held Hooper's Nov. 20 Tripod article are
attend Wesleyan!
Trinity
student chose to. wear a Ku by those o{,us who have known him carried out successfully.
I was highly skeptical about
Sincerely,
Klux Klan outfit during Halloween for a long period of time. I should
Harold L. Dorwart
Perhaps this is the type of there being any interest on campus, night.
add that Trinity College can also
response which we must come to especially Republican oriented;
Professor
Emeritus
of
The most disturbing thing about take pride in the fact that alumna
expect from our local rivals. For however, the results were
Mathematics
pleasingly shocking. Not only did I the whole affair is the apathetic
who could forget the beautiful
have ,15 people turn up to a
banner which we saw unfurl out meeting where I didn't even serve response from the Trinity comof an upper-story window of the cider and doughnuts, but I also had munity concerning this blatant
host team's library last season, its a half a dozen others contact me racial slur. When the issue of
sexism arose,, the Trinityy commessage, "God waitlisted Trinity,",
scrawled blatantly across. The expressing their interest in the munity responded. Hopefully that
banner was faceless; it was out of club. There is a great possibility exchange of opinions will serve as a
reach, With this precedent, how In that I now have more members means to ameliorate the pproblem.
Young Democrats.
But
D
B when
h the Trinity community
character it was this year for the than the Y
What I am saying is that my and was faced
fd with
ih the issue of racism,
motley crew from Middletown to
Tom's
assumption
about
Trinity
many
people,
including,the young
begin their cheer after the dust had
students
was
not
all
together
who.
wore
the outfit, atsettled ~ the players in the locker
The condemned people df
accurate, and I am relieved.
tempted to label the incident as a
room, the crowd half gone. Do they
Cambodia await the final
harmless
joke.
Anyone
who
Sincerely,
also hide behind Halloween masks,
tragedy: extinction. One
considers such an act to be funny
Tiza
London,
'83
throw rotten eggs and write with
third
of the population has
harbors a morbid sense of humor!
candles across the windshield, of
perished. The living face
I think it is time for us to stop
your car? Come out and show
death by starvation. And the
and evaluate this incident, and
yourselves if you feel so strongly. To the Editors,
children are too weak to
I am disappointed that SAGA, relate it to our attitudes. Everyone
There were more Trinity fans than
cry.
"Soon there won't be
Wesleyan counterparts at last and ultimately the administration, is well aware what the Klan
any Cambodians left at
has
seen
fit
not
to
establish
represents.
-The
following
words
year's game! This fact speaks for
ail>" mourns an
smoking and no smoking sections, describe them quite adequately, itself.
exhausted
refugee.
in the Mather Dining Hall. It is RACISM, GENOCIDE, and
But let me return to the issue, apalling to think that they have not, DESTRUCTION. If people on this
for I find myself bogged down in and apparently will not, comply campus were opposed to the ideas
the very vindictive, cheap shots of with a Connecticut State Statute, that the Klan represents, the
which I speak. My writing is too This law, passed in last spring's Tripod should have been flooded
Westport, Connecticut
florid. I am, perhaps, trying to general session and effective with letters. By remaining silent on

Making Progress

Thanks for NY

What Apathy?

Comment onKKK

ENDANGERED
SPECIES
The children of
Cambodia

Smoklif Mad

¥

Save the
Children
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Letters
SGA Responds

the Tripod is apparently ignorant
of, that is: the duty of the S.G.A. to
improve student life on campus.
This category includes ad hoc
committees arranging bus service
to New York
City
over
Thanksgiving, the continuation of
the S.G.A.'s transportation ser/ice
(ie: the van or proposed station
wagon), the introduction of a new
meal plan at Saga next semester,
ana the organization of a usedbook exchange for the Fall 1980.
The Editorial also states that the
S.G A . "should be anxious to get in
touch with the student body (and)
reach an understanding of the
student consensus" and yet the
Editors apparently don't see that
our 'endless' list of six liasons is
designed for exactly that purpose,
keeping us in contact with various
student groups, such as the
Fraternities and ConnPIRG, and
with various campus services, such
as the Pub, Athletic Facilities, and
Buildings and Grounds. The reality
that the Tripod has traditionally
refused to recognize is that most of
the work done by the S.GA. is
done in committee. The very size
of the S.G.A. inhibits the factfinding and policy-proposing
processes that a smaller committee
can do with efficiency and speed.

To the Editor:
. Well, here we go again. I guess
my time table was thrown off by
the editorial on the Van (of 10-2-79)
or 1 would have realized it was time
for the semi-annual "Let's Rag On
The S.G.A." Editorial. Once again
the Tripod
has presented ah
uncommonly
biased
and
inaccurate "work in the guise of
constructive criticism, and once
again I feel it is necessary to set the
record straight for the benefit of
those whose only source of information about the S.G.A. is such
self-serving reporting.
First of all, the Editorial states
that the S.G.A. has created a
"seemingly endless list of . . .
fourteen committees and six
liasons". Of the four committees
mentioned in the Editorial, two
(the Parking Appeals Committee
and the Noise and Vandalism
Committee) were established at the
request or suggestion of the Administration. Of the remaining two,
the Course Evaluations Reevaluation Committee is trying to
improve the Course Evaluations
Booklet, something the Tripod is
equally vociferous about each
Spring (just wait and see). The last
Secondly, the use of trhe
committee mentioned, the Vending Machines Committee, belongs Nover ber 12 S.G.A. meeting as an
to a category of S.G.A. duties that example of a typical S.G.A.

meeting is another instance of
selective and misleading reporting.
It appears that the Editorial Board
never reads the articles written by
the Tripod reporter assigned to
cover our meetings because, if they
had, they would find that at no
other meeting this semester was
there the kind of disorder and
confusion suggested as typical by
the Editorial. Admittedly, this
meeting fell apart at certain
moments, but even here the
Editorial
exaggerates.
For
example, the Editorial states that
"then they debated on whether
they had had a quorum for the vote
on the original motion". This
"debate" consisted of asking the
Secretary whether there had been a
quorum and must have lasted all of
30 seconds. It also seems strange
that discussion within the student
body is to be applauded but that
debate in the S.G.A. is to be
censured. Surely the Editors must
realize that any legislative body
must debate an issue to arrive at a
decision. An ironical note to this
meeting is the fact that, although
the Tripod suggests that the S.G.A.
has not even discussed sexism at its
meetings, the main item of debate
(yes, the motion that took over an
hour to pass) was vitally related to
both
sexual
and
racial
discrimination on this campus. And
again the Editorial is highly

misleading . and selective in its
description of the motion, which
did not state that "no special
consideration should be given to
women or minorities in selecting
committee members" but rather
that the S.GA. will not appoint or
elect students to a committee "on
the sole grounds of race and/ or
gender", and also stated that the
S.G A . will take what steps it can to
"rectify any past or present
discriminatory practices in the
Trinity College community". The
Tripod seems to suggest that the
S.G A., with a wave of its magic
wand, no doubt, can banish sexism
from the campus. The S.GA.,
although we do have enough power
to "rival Walpole's England"
according to an earlier Editorial,
sadly lacks the power to cure
pervasive societal ills and can only
attempt to improve the symptoms
of those illnesses here at Trinity. At
present, the S.GA. is looking into
the feasibility of sponsoring a series
of workshops on both sexism arid
racism sometime next semester.
The Editorial also mentions the
lack of ad hoc committees studying
the fraternity system and ways to
ease the pressure applied to the
College by skyrocketing fuel oil
prices. The- benefits and shortcomings of the fraternity system
are so self-evident that they hardly
demand the formation of an investigative committee and, as
autonomous bodies, the S.GA. has

no authority over the Fraternities
anyway.. And as to energy conservation, the only real actions that
the S.G A . or students can take are
such commonsense measures as
keeping windows closed and lights
off while not in use (the S.GA. did
discuss these methods at the
meeting of 11-6-79).
In conclusion, it is my opinion
that the present Tripod Editorial
Board has a slightly aggranddized
vision of the power of the S.G.A.
over ills that society at large is
making little headway against, and
is thus missing the very real
contributions that the S.G.A.
makes to life at Trinity. This
attitude on the part of the Tripod is
summed up by the statement "We
are not especially concerned with
what the S.G.A. has done this
year" and shows a lack of
appreciation for the S.GA. as
service organization and Hason
between the student body and the
Administration. I hope that in the
future the Tripod will realize that
the S.G.A. cannot lead a student
body as fractured and divided as
Trinity's and can only attempt to
improve the existing situation.
Sincerely yours,
Jim Pomeroy (President of the
S.GA.)
P.S. Our meetings are held on
Monday nights at 9:30 in Mather
Dining Hall. All are urged to attend.

Announcements
Study Abroad
Present sophomores interested
in study at the London School of
Economics and Political Science
for the 1980-1981 academic year
should have at least a B plus
average through the first term of
their sophomore. Please read the
up-to-date materials in the maroon
binder in the Office of Foreign
Study Advising and obtain a copy
of the information sheet on the
LSE if you are interested. Ed
Kaminsky, now at Trinity, was
enrolled at the London School of
F.conomics from Trinity College
: last year.

Gay Support
Want to talk about being gay?
Unsure of your sexuality? Want to
meet other gay men and women?
Write Eros, the Trinity Support
Group for gay persons. Box 1373,
id q Eros, All replies kept confidential. "The important thing is to
lind out who you love."

East Anglia
Students interested in this
exchange with a British university
for the 1980-81 academic year or
for the Spring of 1981 are reminded
to read the information in the
maroon binder in the Office of
Foreign Study Advising and to
obtain a copy of the procedure
sheet for applying. Applications
must be submitted by 1 March
3980, even if the applicant-is interested in participating during
•Sprihg 1981 only. Interested applicants might also wish to speak to
n UEA student here on exchange
this year, Deborah Head,, or Trinity
students who have studies at UEA
— Cherry] Berkowitz, Anne
Craven, Laura Fergusson, Nicholas
Hanna, Robert Keyes-,- Peter Lyons,

and Linda Scott. At least 4 or 5
places at UEA will be available for
1980-1981.

Chemistry Lecture
Today at 4:30, the Chemistry
Department presents the last in a
series of free lectures for the fall
term — "Chemically Generated
Light: Principles and Applications." W. Rudolf Seitz,
assistant professor of chemistry at
the University of New Hampshire,
will deliver the lecture in Clement
105. Preceding the lecture will be a coffee hour at 4 o'clock in the
Chemistry Library. Dr. Seitz will be
available at lunch (Hamlin Hall)
and during the afternoon to discuss
the graduate chemistry department
at U.N.H. and careers in Chemistry
and Biochemistry.

ALTERNATIVE
Alternative will meet this
Tuesday, 7:05 p.m. at 70 Vernon
St. Open discussion . . . Planning
for next semester . . . Come and
have wine and cheese . . . Meet
new friends. Contact Tony
Shenton for more-information.

ASESEC
"Portfolio Management" will be
the topic of a lecture at Trinity
College on Tuesday, December 4.
Sponsored by AIESEC-Trinity, the
talk will be given by Ms. Jane
Green, Account Executive at
Me nil Lynch.
Ms. Green is a graduate of
University of Connecticut where
she holds a Bachelors and an MBA.
She has been in the financial
planning field for four years and

she also has taught an "Initial Democrats for Kennedy ComInvestments" course at Trinity mittee is sponsoring trips to both
College, i
the Iowa Caucus and the New
This lecture, which is free and . Hampshire Primary.
openjo the public, will be held in
Hamlin Hall at 7:30 p.m. on
The Iowa Caucus is the first
Tuesday, December 5.
caucus meeting in the nation at
which the delegates for the convention will be selected. This
meeting occurs approximately one
week before we come back from
semester break. Transportation
For the Spring Term 1980, a
room •will be available to any
covered
determined
French-speaking arid most expenses will be
by the Young Democrats.1
student who is interested in
The New Hampshire Primary
organizing and actively participating in French Dorm occurs in February around open
activities
(fluency
a n d / or period and similarly is the first in
the nation. Both of these events are
motivation are top priority).
extremely
significant for they truly
For more details, please
contact: Paula, B.ox 1168, or call begin the presidential campaign,
246-7569.
If you are interested in supporting Senator Kennedy and
meeting thousands of other supporters from around the country
then contact Gwenn Masterman
Wednesday, December 5, 4:00 pm. (249-7974) or Bruce Johnson (246Physics Seminar. "Phase Tran- 0395).
sitions in Biological Membranes"
by Dr. Andrew G. DeRocco, Dean
of the Faculty, Trinity College.
McCook Science Center, Room
203. (Refreshments preceding
lecture.)

French Dorm

Physics Seminar

XMAS Bazaar

French Table
La Table Francaise — Ie mardi
— 5:30, Mather Hall, The "Red
Room" (now white).

Kennedy Supporters
Want • t o support Senator
Kennedy? Want to go to Iowa or
New Hampshire? Well, the Young

YWCA Intern
The Hartford Region YWCA,
located at 135 Broad Street, is
seeking an intern to assist the
Director of Women's Services and
Classes in developing and implementing the goals for a Seminar for
Business Women and for a program on Widows. For greater
descriptions of these projects,
please contact either the Internship
Office or Robert McLaughlin at
525-1163, ext. 264.

Women's Center
A meeting to plan a week-Jong
celebration of Ten Years of
Coeducation at Trinity will be held
in Alumni Lounge on Wednesday,
December 5, at 4 p.m. Any interested member of the Trinity
Community is urged to come and
participate in planning what is
certain to be one of the highlights
of next semester.

Interviews

"Winning in Interviewing: a
Videotape," will be shown on
Wednesday, December 5, 1979 at
Annual Christmas Bazaar, Saint
1:30, 2:30, 3:30 p.m. in 106
. Lawrence O'Toole Church Hall, 480
McCook. Discussion will follow
New Britain Avenue, Hartford.
each videotape showing.
Something of Interest for the
Whole Family; Baked Goods,
Homemade Articles, Religious Articles, Spanish Display, Christmas
Ornament Boutique, Plants, Books,
Toys, Snack Bar and a Visit from
Santa Claus. Friday, December
7th, 6:00 PM - 10:00 PM, Saturday,
Dance (3/ 2) Repertory and
December 8th, 3:00 PM -10:00 PM Performance will be held on &'•
and Sunday, December 9th, 10:00 following days during the spring
AM - 1:00 PM. Raffle Saturday semester: Monday, "•<
'.'p.m.;
Night at 10:00 PM. Free Admis- Tuesday and Thursimy,- 4:00-5:30
sion.
p.m.

Dance Change
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Musical Review Entertains Successfully
by Jennifer Zaccara
Last Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday the Trinity Music Department presented its "Musical Revue" and met with much success.
Friday night Goodwin Theatre was
filled to capacity with an appreciative crowd. Selections from
the Broadway musicals "Guys and
Dolls", "Pippin", "A Little Night
Music", "Dear World", and "A
Chorus Line" were presented as
well as a scene from the operetta
"Princess Ida".
The program opened with a
lively number from "Guys and
Dolls" which generated an excitement that was maintained throughout the show. The songs from
"Guys and Dolls" featured the
talents of Laura Ford, Ann Brown,

The vitality and strength of the
Lucy Cole offered an excellent
Joe Bierma'n, Geoff Dimick, Talbott
Dowst, and Paul Haughton. Some first part of. the Revue was performance in "Now Wouldn't
of the high points of this perfor- enhanced by the superior acting You Like to Rule the Roast."
mance were "Adelaide's Lament" abilities of the entire cast.
The final half of the show
From "Guys and Dolls", the
which was supremely done by
Laura Ford, a difficult, dance program eased back a century to an consisted of selections from musical comedies of the 1970's. Four
number called "A Bushel and a operetta called "Princess Ida".
Peck", and an excellent presen- The plot of this work involved the numbers were performed from
tation of "Sit Down, You're Rockin' attempts of three young men to "Pippin". David Nixon displayed
the Boat" with Joe Bierman and sneak into a women's college at a powerful performance in a song
company. "Luck Be a Lady" Castle Adamant to snatch away called "Extraordinary". He captivated the audience and was in total
featuring Talbott Dowst was es- Prince Hilarion's promised bride.
command of himself from the first
Amidst
roaring
laughter,
Madison
pecially well done. Dowst is an
impressive figure on stage. The Riley, Scott Nesbitt, and Dan note to the last. • The audience's
choreography in this number was Boyne pranced across the stage as applause rose to a resounding peak
precise and energetic. It was very conniving rascals. In the number in response to Lucy Cole in her
effective at one point when every- "I am a Maiden", the masquerade presentation of "The Miller's
one froze in position and Dowst began as the fearsome trio donned Son", a difficult dramatic and vocal
sang solo. Geoff Dimmick played some female attire and cleverly piece from "A Little Night Music".
One of the most humorous
the part of Nathan superbly. His altered their voices to mimic the
numbers was "The Tea Party,"
talents are diverse and impressive, collegiates.

from "Dear World," featuring
Margie Sheffield, Dana Giddings,
and Lucy Cole portraying three old
"biddies" living in their memories.

Jenny Olshan and Geoff Dimmick
also gave an electric performance
in the song "You Must Meet My
Wife".
The Music Department presented an exhilarating, worthwhile
performance in the Revue. The
efforts of air the performers and
crew members were outstanding.
There were very few rough spots in
the show and any that occurcd went
by unheeded. Gerald Moshell is to
be commended for his efforts in
directing an entertaining and
polished show.
-

Art Portrays Women
by Cheryl Berkowltz
the involvement of at least two
Like the pages of a giant persons, the torturer and the
scrapbook, the horizontal bands victim . . . The second element is
wrap the gallery walls of Real Art the basic one of the infliction of
Ways (RAW). The show, Torture acute pain and suffering . . . to
ol Women, tells the story of make the victim submit, to 'break
patriarchal atrocity, and as with its him' or to 'break her.' The breaking
open-mouthed yet muted woman- of the victim's will is to destroy the
faces, it constantly suppresses the victim's humanity."
scream it invokes.
Media accounts of torture
In the past fifteen years, Nancy cases, personal testimonies by
Spero's art has dealt with political torture victims, quotes from such
themes of institutionalized sources as Sumerian mythology,
violence,
oppression and Artaud and H.D. in telegraph type
victimization. In Torture of and wood-blocked letters mingle
Women, Spero carries on in this with woman-faces, woman-figures
context, with a focus on specific and mythological woman-creatures
contemporary incidences of the in metallis paints.
torture of women. More symThough most of Spero's
bolically, though as the piece accounts a,nd testimonials are
affirms, no less specifically, Spero taken from readily-available
focusses on women as the victims sources (N.Y. Times, Time
of sexual abuse and universal Magazine, Amnesty International,
historical vulnerability at the hands etc.), she presents them as though
of men and male itistitutionalism. upon the very pages of her personal
Torture of Women's 'Explicit scrapbook. Pasted onto the pages
Explanation,'
a denotative are ragged-edged sheets of
definition of torture serves as the fractured lines, sometimes typed
'opening line' of the piece as well as over one another, with parts of
a chronic reference point for it: words missing.
". . . The nature of torture assumes
Spero rages, is

NEED A SECOND CHANCE?
Did you just settle for any
job because there wasn't the
time or money to get more
education after high school?
It's not too late.
If you want to continue
your education, no matter
what your age, study money
can be yours. But you have to
APPLY YOURSELF.
Whether you want to go
to college or technical school,
federal financial aid is available to those who qualify.
Interested? Ask the

•^•••.•••••••••••••••^•••••

photo by Eev»-lnkerl

A collage on paper by Nancy Spero from the Real Art Ways exhibit
terrorized, dumb-founded. One the matriarchal. Woman-figures headed and six-breasted.
would almost expect to find are playful and celebratory —
Torture of Women is a
horrifying images • of women — dancing, stretching, gracefully threatening question and a hopeful
subjected to voilence or at best, exploring space and time. They answer. But its hopefulness does
fighting back. But Spero's commune with benign womandocumentary spins off into monsters which are exaggerated not counter its explictitness. One
something ' quite different. She woman-bodies, one of them three- cannot walk away naive.
renders the primitive in yet another
way, by linking the nightmare with
its mythological^reality alternative:
by Penny Sutter
evoked by the observation of
•••••••••Ifll
An exhibition by Trinity's landscape. Chaplin's" works,
Studio Arts faculty opened this however, do not attempt to
past Wednesday at the Widener represent reality. One should not
Gallery in the Austin Arts Center. assign any theme 'or subject matter
It is an interesting event when to these works.
^
those people who normally review
Many Kenealy's contribution,
our work exhibit their own for our
prints
and drawings, done this past
perusal. The typical studentteacher relationship breaks down summer when she served as artistwhen such an exhibition occurs. At in-residence at University of
the risk of sounding profound, this Kansas Art School, show a primary
occurrence adds an important concern for formal qualities.
element to the concourse among Kenealy works with a hierarchy of
artists, students, and instructors. mark ranging from barely visible
George Chaplin's contribution dots through heavy line. The shape
included one large oil and a group of her etching plates and of
of four small pastels. The oil is one drawing paper as well as shapes
of a group started while Chaplin created by mark show a play on
was still studying. It is unusual angles. The title Incharacterized by the joining of two tersection enhances their inicanvases at a slight angle, ' portance. An interesting ambiguity
reminiscent xsf a Japanese screen. is set up in the title of the print
The angle'of the canvas draws etching Badlands. The vastness
one's attention into the space. The implied by the title is set against the
play of angles is picked up in the small, highly detailed formal
diagonal of a jaggedly painted edge qualities of the" print. Form and
of a color area. The primary content are set in an interesting
financial aid administrator at
significance of the painting lies in relationship.
the school you plan to attend,
the color interaction.
Steve Wood's series seems
or write to Box 84, WashingWe see this concentration again distinct from the other two. The
ton, D.C. 20044 for a free
in Chaplin's pastels where series entitled The Invention of
booklet entitled "A Student
relationships of color and hue are Geometry consists of a group of
Consumers Guide to Six
most important. There is an in- works consistent in size and
Federal Financial Aid
terplay of horizontal bands of color dimension. Wood seems to be
and vertical strokes of the pastel concerned with the series
Programs!'
stick. Evidence of the artist's band representing different conceptions
APPLY YOURSELF
is not so visible as in the oils. A of space. We saw his interest
today. Education after high
sense of space in created by the earlier this year in his Mental
school can be the key to a
interplay of the hard edge of the Structures exhibition in the Lyons
better life.
borders and the soft edges of the Gallery of the Senses in Wadhorizontal bands of color.
United States
Beautiful color and a misty sworth Atheneum.
quality in the graduation of the Wood uses copper dust on the
Office of Education
horizontal bands evoke a response
cont. on p. 12
• . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • » in, many viewers, similar to that
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Damn Yankees Dance, Sing, and Distract
Yankees was presented, musicals
should become a regular part of its
repertoire. A potential problem
was a small stage in which the show
could be performed. But, by using
a brilliant set incorporating a
baseball diamond, bleachers, and a
moveable living room, the actors
were never cramped and the action
flowed smoothly. It is a simple set,
but the staging put it to maximum
use. For a small stage, one gets the
definite feeling of a baseball
stadium with just a little
imagination. Clever touches like
The plot of Damn Yankees is cracking of a bat and the ansimple - and improbable enough. A nouncer's voice added to the
diehard middle-aged Washington mood. The orchestra, situated
Senators fan (just to show you how above the action, did not distract
Robert Kellet, Lynnie Godfrey and Eric Geler dance, sing and romp in a scene from the Hartford Stage
old this show is) is given the chance one's attention, since it was parCompany's production of "Damn Yankees."
by the devil, thinly disguised as Mr. tially hidden by a billboard.
Nothing was done to update the songs performed by Lola. "Heart," "Goodbye Old Girl" is a real tear- the good old days when dentists
Applegate, to regain his youth and
bring the Senators out of their show, and that is as it should be. It a truly catchy tune designed to lift jerker in the good sense of the drilled without novacaine.
I only found fault with two
cellar to defeat the Yankees and is a musical of the '50's through and the spirits of the depressed word. But Damn Yankees is a
through. And it has all the right Senators, is one of the highlights of musical comedy, and the comedy numbers, "Shoeless Joe from
win the pennant. The fan, Joe
touches, including tacky living the show and it is also welcome as songs were well-received by the Hannibal, Mos." and the ludicrous
Boyd, accepts the offer with an
room furniture, two-tone shoes and the finale. Although the baseball audience. Applegate drew the "Who's Got the Pain?" "Shoeless
escape clause and becomes a young
"Shoeless Joe from Hannibal, such quaint expressions as "Fodey!" players don't sound very good loudest applause when he sang Joe" was fine except for its
they
harmonize "Those Were the Good Oid Days." choreography. The dancers looked
The plot is anything but individually,
Mo.," the sensation who turns the
brilliant, but of course it is the beautifully as a team. In fact, even In it, he reminisced about some of like they were trying too hard. And
Senators around. Joe misses his
music which distinguished the the best singers in the show his greatest triumphs of evil, like
cont. on p. 12
wife, Meg, but Applegate is
musical from other types of sounded even better when they
determined to own his soul,- and
theatre. Ant the music really were harmonizing, as in Joe and
tried every ploy, including a sexy
carries the show. Some songs stand Lola's duet "Two Lost Souls."
seductress, named Lola, to achieve
The housewives' lament about
out above the others, but there is a
Shoemaker sees Cruciform as a
his goal.
by Rachel Mann
good
mixture
of
rousing their baseball-watching husbands,
Cruciform, an ensemble of four subtle cohesion of the two art
This is the first attempt by the
Stage Company to do a musical. production numbers, tender "Six Months Out of Every Year" is stylized, religious satires will forms - quite different from the
Juding by the creative way ballads, comedy songs and torch effectively done and the soft perform Thursday, Friday, and usual American musical. "The
Saturday, December 6, 7, and 8 in dance is more movement than
the Garmany Hall of the Austin dance," noted one actor, "-it is
abstract movement."
Arts Center at 8 PM,
Chase said of Powers, "She is a
Roger Shoemaker, director, has
combined the absurdity of Jean lucky catch - flexible, innovative,
Genet's The Balcony and Beckett's very much into a type of movement
one-act play "Come and Go," with in space." In general, the entire
the poetics of William Sutler cast and its director havc-positive
Yeats' "Calvary" and James responses to Powers as a
Joyce's Ulysses. Experimenting choreographer and an individual.
with the combination of dance and
By the same token, the cast
a rigid theatrical style, Shoemaker lauds Shoemaker for his talents as a
hopes to start a new interest at director and for his unusual choice
Trinity for this type of non-realistic of material. "He is always full ->f
performance. He has worked for ideas. He is very enthusiastic and
"strong, theatrical, ritual ex- very creative," said Chase. t
periences."
Stated Madeline Batistich, "He
Showmaker
uses
such gives you just enough to go on
techniques as dance, an'atypical without giving you too many anstage set, and masks to enhance swers."
visual appeal of the production.
The cast also express an ability
The playing area, which is thrust to work well together. "The group
deeply through the crowd, causes is incredibly diverse. There are
the audience to be wrapped tightly people in the cast who have never
around the stage. This unusual set worked together," said Batistich.
will enhance the impact of the play noting that everyone, however,
merely by the close proximity of cooperates and tries hard. Tony
the audience to the actors.
Shenton said that the Cruciform
The use of .masks is an! in- cast is "a friendly group of people."
novative addition of Yeats' poetry. Hopefully, this factor will show in
Ami Rosthchild feels, "You are the final flow of the production.
used to relying on your facial
It is notable that Shoemaker
expression, but this way you have has undertaken such difficult
to rely on your body."
pieces. Although all the literature
Tony Chase noted, "There is used is heavily religious - parUNIVERSAL PICTURES PRESENTS
something freeing about masks." ticularly Catholic in origin - the
He added that, from the audience show is "a little sacreligious," noted
AN ASPEN FILM SOCIETY WILLIAM E. McEUEN
point of view, the masks have an Rosthchild. Cruciform is a comDAVID V. PICKER PRODUCTION
ment on the neeativism of relieion
unsettling, unusual effect.
A CARL REINER FILM
The dance, choreographed by in human society.
The performance itself heavily
Catherine Powers, is not dance in
cont. on p.12
the strict sense of the word.
by Alan Levine
Few things are as effective as a
light musical comedy, especially
one that is well-done, to make you
forget all of your troubles such as
impending finals and overdue
papers. That is why the Hartford
Stage Company's production of
Damn Yankees is such a delight. It
is a good production of a silly
1950's musical that makes you root
for everything that you SHOULD
root for -love, the underdogs, and
old-fashioned goodness vying with
evil.

Cruciform Performs

THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY
OF JERUSALEM
1980/81 PROGRAMS FOR AMERICAN STUDENTS
a ONE YEAR PROGRAM—for
college sophomores and
juniors.
• REGULAR STUDIES—tor
college transfer students
towardB.A.. and/B.Sc. degrees.

• GRADUATE
STUDIES—Masters,
Doctoral and Visiting
Graduate programs.
C SUMMER COURSES given in Engiisfi.
I

PLEASE CHECK DESIRED PROGRAM
" For Application and Information, write;
Office of Academic Affairs
.-..••
American Friends of the Hebrew University
1110 Avenue of the Americas, New York. NV10035 (212)840r5S20

Name.
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Poetry Center Sponsors Philip Levine

far Barbara J. SelmoThe Trinity College Poeiry
Center has announced that its
l\iet-in-Residence for this year will
be Philip Levine. Levine will be
reading his poetry and conducting
workshops here at Trinity in
March, 1980. As part of the Poetry
Center's unique program, Levine
will also conduct four workshops in
ihe area high schools — Bulkley,
Hartford High, Weaver and South
Catholic.
The Poetry Center's main
purpose is to promote the writing
and enjoyment of modern poetry
among the residents of Trinity as
well as in the. Greater Hartford
• 'ommunity. The Poet-in-Residence
program is the Center's major
yearly'activity. The poet spends an
, extended period of time here,
reading and conducting workshops
and classes for students. The
Center is proud of the number of
fine poets that have been part of
this program, among them John

Berryman, Alien Tate, Denise
program, student and staff com- honors, among them the Stamford travels,, all of which he deals with
Levertov
and
Lawrence ments have ranged from 'out- Poetry Fellowship, the Joseph with great spirit and flavor. Levine
Ferlinghetti. But the Center is even standing' to 'superlative' . . . the Henry Jackson Award, 1961, and enters into his poetry, letting his
the Frank CHara Prize of Poetry subjects speak with all the inner
prouder of its success in expanding fact that the program was held at
magazine, 1972. Levine has control and ideas that are uniquely
this program to include the Hart- Trinity was in itself a source of
ford community.
pride for participants and did much published nine volumes of his his own. He achieved wide-spread
Initiated two years ago, four to expand their horizons, in- work, as well as contributing to appreciation by his publication
area high .schools have the op- tellectually, culturally, physically, numerous anthologies, and "Not this Pig" in 1968. This volume
magazines, such as the Newabounds with people, especially
portunity to send' a group of
and vocationally . . . the 'celebrity
students and faculty to the Trinity power' of the poets gave par- Yorker, The Antioch Review and people in the moment of, their
campus, where they will meet with ticipants a kind of 'celebrity power' Harper's.
decline. 1 Levine also included
the poet and attend workshops. through association. Hence, poetry
Levine's poetry has been poems about his family, written in a
This program has been very itself enjoyed a prominence unique described as "grim," with "inspired very tender, moving way.
successful and has generated a in the Hartford Public Schools.'" loathings, that humane coldLevine's poetry has a way of
jreat deal of interest in this area.
m This year's poet, Philip Levine, bloodedness." "Contemporary adjusting itself according to his
Not only has this program been
Authors" says, " . . . the poems experiences and interests. Having
beneficial to the arts, but it has also was born in Detroit and was'reflect in oblique fashion the recently returned from two years
educated
at
Wayne
State
stimulated many high school
vastness of America, the loneliness visit to Spain, he produced poetry
students, broadened their artistic University. A professor of English, of individuals — and finding a that has the same humanness and
he
was
a
faculty
member
at
the
and intellectual horizons, and
tongue for the speechless, for the compassion that marks his other •
established a unique prominence State University of Iowa, 1955- poor, the outcast, the minorities, works. He enters life in America,
ifor poetry in schools. Said Arthur 1957, and as of 1958, is a member the 'submerged populations'." He and writes about his own personal
L. Pepin, Hartford City Chairman of the English faculty at Fresno writes about personal events and experiences with it.
__—•
of Engligh, Grades 9-12, "During State College, Fresno, California.
He
has
read
poetry
at
many
of
the
the two years that Hartford
youngsters have participated in the country's major colleges and
Trinity College Poet-in-Residence universities. He has received many

ArtsCaFenaar

Stage Company Tries Yankees

THEATRE
There will be a poetry reading by Bill Engel and Dave Winans on
Wednesday, December 5, at 8 PM in the English Department, 115.
Cruciform will perform Thursday, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday,
December 6-9 in Garmany Hall of the Austin Arts Center at 8 PM.
MUSIC
Trinity's Bach's Lunch program will present organist
Carolyn Backer, Friday, December 7 at 12:30 p.m. in the
Chapel.
A Program of Chamber Music will be presented by four
members of the Hartford Conservatory faculty on Dec. 9th at
4 p.m., in the Crystal Room of Saint Joseph College.

so wonderful just to sit back and Company until December 30, is a
com. from p. II
delightful way to spend an evening.
it
appeared
tnat
the enjoy.
As Lola, Lynnie Godfrey was You may care to forget the plot,
choreographers used every step he
could think of that would fit on a indeed the slinky, sexy seductress. but you'll remember the persmall stage. "Who's Got the Pain?," Occasionally, she was difficult to formances and probably hum some
supposedly a tribute to Joe, looked understand, but she had a powerful of the tunes for a few days. It's a
like nothing more than an effort to voice and added nice touches of good escape. The only problem is
throw in another song and dance humor and humanness to her that the pleasant glow does
eventually wear off and you're
number. It did not fit in with the "good witch" character.
faced
with those finals and overdue
rest of the show and was pointless.
Although his singing voice is
All of the principals were unexceptional, David Rounds papers again
excellent as actors and singers, and portrayed Applegate with a very
most of the supporting cast )vas dry wit and manner. As the devil,
very effective. Michael Rupers h" ad you had to root against him, but
costumes, shifting roles and
cont. from p. 11
the right look of sincerity and that did not prevent you from
ritualistic and strictly technical, positions, and. dealing directly with
innocence as young Joe audliking him anyway.
relying upon the ability of the the audience, this' play' should be
possessed a wonderful voice that
The small orchestra deserves actors to mold themselves ef- riveting and intriguing. These
can v be both soft and powerful. special mention. They played
fectively from realism to styiism. components require a tight rapport
Dorothy Stinette as Meg Boyd, beautifully and never drowned out Noted Shoemaker, "The scenery is from actor-to-actor and actor-tocreated a character who youthe songs, something a musical fan made out of people - it is frozen director.
couldnVhelp but like and sympa- learns to appreciate. •
The case includes, in varying
tableaux and dance. „
thize with. She had a beautiful
Damn Yankees, which will be
Wtht the actors always on stage roles, Cresstda Ba.inton, 81,
voice. Her duets with Rupert were playing
Stage for a solid hour, changing Madeline Batistich, '80, Tony

Cruciform Satirizes Religion
Chase, '80, Marrianne Miller, '80
Shenton, '81, Kwaku Sintim-Misa,
'83, and John Thompson, '81.
Kristen Golden, '80 is the Stage
Manager.
"Now answer, mirror, answer
me. Do I come here to discover evil
and innocence? And in your giltedged glass, what was I?" writes
Jean Genet, in The Balcony.
Cruciform should be a captivating
statement on the role of religion
and an interesting and unique
experiment in theatre for Trinity's
audience and actors.

Faculty

UhWFRSAL RCTURbS and COLUI

BEATTY JOHN BELUSHI LORRAINE GARY MURRAY HAMtLTON CHRISTOPHER LEE
T O S H MIFUNE WARREN DATES ROBERT STACK-TREAT WILLIAMS
in Ana-16

EDDIE DEEZEM • BOBBY 0«0Q • O i l KAY • SLIM P1CKEMS WEKJO SPEIER • LIONEL STANDER DiedofolPhoIogapfy WILLIAM -AFRAKER ASC • Saeeiv^/RtffLM m « t i G B > ALE
• Music twJOHN
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COMING FOR CHRISTMAS

cont. from p. 10
picture surface of a geometric
form, to give us the actual physical
presence of material in space. On
the same surface he uses pencil, and
wash as a more conceptualized way
of representing geometric form.
Wood sees drawing as "visual
thought."
Mathematical
measurements are another method":
of conceiving of form in space,Most conceptualized is the use of
written language to describe form
in space.
Examples of this progression
can be seen in the members of the
series subtitled "Radii and
Geography" and "A Point and Its
Echo." In the first, physical
geography is represented by a
grainy substance on the picture
surface. Next, vector is illustrated
in pencil and wash indicating how
we measure and conceive the
earth. Weed then writes, "Exploration became possible withvthe
fantasy of knowledge serving as a
guide to the unknown."
In "Point and its Echo," the
point is represented in copper dust,
drawn with pencil and wash, and
written about "In, point ..of
fact . . .", "Make your point.. •'
The tendency to become bogged
down by the conception is undercut by Wood's humor.
Do attend the faculty show.
It is a perspective of contemporary
artists-who are also our instructors.
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BANTAM SPORTS ARENA
Ski Class
Register now for Ski Class to meet 3rd Quarter.
If you are an accomplished skier or just want to
learn to ski, this class is a perfect opportunity. The
group will travel to Ski Sundown in Litchfield Hills,
New Hartford, Ct. The group will leave Trinity at
5:30 PM arid return to campus around 10:30 PM.
Lessons at Sundown are from 7:00 to 9:00 PM,
after which free skiing time will be available. The
course is made up of six Thursday night meetings,
January 17, 24, 31, and February 7, 14 and 28.
Class does not meet over Open Period. In case of
rain, make-up classes are March 6 and 13.
Everyone is required to take lessons and ride the
bus. The cost is $52.50. For renting equipment the
cost is $36. All money must be paid in full in
advance when you-., register; for the course.
Registration for skiing begins Tuesday Dec. 4th
and may be accomplished only at Sue McCarthy's
office in Ferris Athletic Center. All information is
attached to her door. Registration will close on
Dec. 14th. Any further questions contact Sue
McCarthy at Extension 453.

Hoop & Hockey Tourneys
On the weekend of December 7-8, both
Trinity's Men's Varsity Basketball team and
Varsity Ice Hockey squads compete in tournaments. The Basketball contingent will be participating,in the annual Trin-UHart Invitational at
UHart. On Dec. 7th Trin will play Wesleyan at 7:00
PM in the semi-final round. On Dec. 8 Consolations will be at 6:00 and the finals at 8:00. The
Hockey team will be featured in the Amherst
Tourney, with Clark and Wesleyan, at Amherst.
The weekend is a chance — if the cards fall right —
to see Trinity in action against the Wesleyan
Cardinals in two sports. Definitely Friday ni
Basketball, and possibly Saturday on the ice.
There are no advance ticket sales for Basketball.
Admission will be $2.00.

Women's Track

P.E. Registration

Any women interested in winter training for
Spring Track contact Lanier Drew at 246-3264 or
Box 1660.

3rd Quarter
Physical Education
Registration
Lobby of Ferris Center
9 AM-12 Noon
Mon. Dec. 10 - Fri. Dec. 14

Intramurals

Men's Squash
Trinity's Men's Varsity Squash team, coached
by George Sutherland and captained by Page
Lansdale, has been working hard in preparation for
the upcoming season. The Varsity team opens
after vacation on January 18th away at Dartmouth.
However, there is some official intercollegiate
squash action before the holidays. On December
8th the Men's JV team takes on Choate at home,
2:30 PM.

Deadline for submission of rosters for Intramural Basketball, Women's Volleyball, and Co-ed
Badminton is December 12th. Rosters should
include the name, address, and telephone number
of the captain or manager. Competition in the
above sports will commence soon after your return
from Christmas vacation. In badminton each team
must consist of one female and one male. In
women's volleyball teams must be submitted. It is
all but impossible for the director to place
individuals who wish to play. The idea is tp get
your own team recruited if you wish to play. All
submissions should be to Norman T. Graf, Director
of Intramural Sports, Ferris Athletic Center.

Varsity Letters

Christmas Tourney

Ninety-two Trinity athletes, both men and
women, received Varsity letters this autumn,
twenty-seven of them Gold Award winners
(honoring three years of Varsity service). An
additional eighty-two athletes received Junior
Varsity numerals. Along with non-Varsity athletes
participating in Fall Crew, Women's Soccer,
Waterpolo, Women's Cross Country, Rugby, and
Frisbee, more than 350 Trinity students, almost
one * quarter of the undergraduate college
community, competed in intercollegiate athletics
this fall.

The First Trinity Christmas Basketball Tourney
will be held in Ferris Athletic Center December
27th-29th this year. Both a high school and a
college tournament will be featured. The high
schools involved, will be Canton, East Hartford,
Glastonbury.and Middletown. The colleges participating will be Trinity, Bates, Norwich, and
Worcester State. Two special events will also take
place. On the morning of the 29th the Trinity
Alumni will play the Bates Alumni (Trin coach Dan
Doyle is a Bates grad and you might see him in
action for the opposition). At 12 noon the same day
there will be a luncheon in Unit D of the Ferris
Athletic Center for the induction of the first four
members to Trinity's Basketball Hall of Fame.

Arthur As he To Speak
On Friday, December 7th, at 1:30 PM, Arthur
Ashe, one of the world's greatest professional
Tennis players, will speak in the Goodwin Theatre
of the Austin Arts Center. Sponsored by the Career
Counseling Office, Ashe will speak to the Trinity
Community on Careers in Business, and then take
questions from the audience.

Women's Squash
Johanna Pitocchelir'was recently elected
Captain of the 1979-80 Women's Varsity Squash
team. The team opens their season after vacation,
January 21st at Dartmouth.

1 Yi FTE and the Athletic Department
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by Nick Noble
In an era of Fiscal Belttightening in colleges and universities around the country President
Lockwood took the initiative last
year when he mandated cutting the
College administration by 8 FTE
(Full Time Equivalents). When the
Educational Policy Committee
(EPC) met last Spring they
recommended a cut of six faculty
slots, one of them being in Physical
Education. In combination then, it
looked as if the Athletic staff would
have to be cut 2'/s FTE, in keeping
with both the dictates of the
President, and those of the EPC as
approved by vote of the faculty.
"I realized this was too harsh a
cut,", acknowledged President
Lockwood in a recent Tripod

•

interview. He went on to cite the
Athletic Department's unique dualposition: as an administrative
entity
(managing
the intercollegiate programs) and as an
academic entity (teaching Physical
Education courses), all its members
serving in a full-time capacity in
both departmental aspects. "So we
decided the Athletic Department
should cut' 1 'A FTE withdrawing
one full-time cut."
"In reaching this decision,"
Lockwood continued, "we singled
out three points. One is that the
total costs of athletics have risen
very substantially. Not simply line
items in a budget, but total staffing
costs-as well. The biggest feature in
our whole (college) budget is
primarily personnel costs. The only
way we can prevent dangerous

The President of Trinity College
and the
Epsilon Chapter of the Delta Psi Fraternity [St. Anthony Hall]
present the 12th Annual
Martin W. Clement Memorial Lecture
br.JosephMarttre'64
"Women in Sports: Fact Versus Fiction"
Tuesday Dec. 4th
\
Goodwin Theatre
8:30 PM
Andtin Arts
Admission Free
' In the afternoon Dr. Martire will hold a Symposium on Sports
Medicine, at 3:00 in the Tansill Room of the Ferris Athletic
Center.

I
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escalation of our college costs as a
whole is to attack the personnel
question, and part of that is the
Athletic Department."
"Second, sooner or later some
choices in our-athletic program had
to be made; we're now making
them under the economic gun.
We've got an amazingly broad
program, but we cannot do
everything with equal prominence.
Thirdly, we must resolve the
question of what sports we're going
to maintain two squads in."
Lockwood also noted the
political nature of including the
Athletic Department in any kind of
personnel cut-back. "Where there
is retrenchment of any sort, for
athletics to sail through untouched
would be an indefensible position
in the eyes-of many."
Lockwood realizes the difficulty in determining even a single
FTE cut in any Department, but
does note that "in total staffing the
Athletic Department is the largest
in the College- a mixture of faculty
and ' contracts." He does not,
however, feel they are particularly
over-staffed. However, "under the
economic g u n " the cut is

*••*••••••••,**••*

CASA DI
TRAVEL
Welcomes Trinity students
and all their travel needs.
Check-but our low rates
to Florida

PHONE S47-O263
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In what might be thought of as
necessary.
"I'm asking the Athletic an anticipatory move, the Physical
Department to determine their Education Department's freshman
own cut, to arrive at their own seminars were not given this fall.
priorities," Lockwood concludes. None were listed in this year's
"We don't want to second guess Trinity College Bulletin, although
them. The Athletic Department one Phys Ed Professor worked over
the summer in preparation for his
has been very cooperative."
How will the elimination of just seminar, unaware of the decision
one - a single FTE affect the Trinity already made.
This does not, however,
Athletic program and Trinity's
Physical Education Department? alleviate any real problems.
Athletic Director Karl Kurth drew Perhaps a breakdown of the actual
Department
staff
the Tripod's attention to a Athletic
statement the Department released assignments is in jrder.
First there are the tenured
last Spring. After a serious
evaluation they* had determined Professors: six of them. One is
what the results of cutting just one Athletic Director Karl Kurth. Dr,
person would b e . One, the Chester McPhee, coaching two
statement said, would be the Varsity sports, two ^V sports, and
elimination of the two Phys Ed administering the Phys Ed classes,
Department freshman seminars. is another. Varsity Soccer and
Up until this year both freshman Baseball Coach Robic Shults, full
seminar offerings had always been time trainer Bob Slaughter, Head
filled to Enrollment capacity, and Football Coach Don Miller, and
were taught by Phys Ed personnel Women's Racquets Coach Jarie
over and above their normal duties MiUspaugh (on leave of absence
(in some other Departments the this year) are the rest. They also
freshman seminar • counts as a teach courses in the Department.
No matter what one's opinions
course load). These would have to
be- eliminated, because with the are of the workloads of these six
cutting of one full time instructor people- and on paper at least, while
every other instructor's course load all are heavy, they occasionally
would have to be increased to seem disparate- they are all tenured
make up some of the difference. faculty. As such they cannot be
The report continued to say that, touched, by the FTE cut., The
despite this gesture, some courses subject of tenure is not one which
would still have to be dropped. warrants lengthy addressing in the
Another reduction would have discussion of this particular issue.
to be made in recruiting efforts. On However, the only way to make a
the surface this does not seem so tenured professor part of a single
terribje, but recruiting is the FTE cut is to eliminate that perprinciple area in which the Athletic son's sports, courses,' and extra
program is attempting to increase duties entirely.
The nine remaining full-time
its commitment to minorities, and
such a reduction could be a severe staff members for the most part
have coaching duties in all three
blow to that endeavor.
The final three inevitable seasons. Those who do not work in
results of eliminating a single FTE administrative roles year-round.
from the Athletic Department One is a full-time trainer. They all
"would be the death of one fall teach full course loads- on the
team, one winter team, and one average ten quarters courses a
spring team; at least one at a
continued on p . 15
Varsity -level.
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More Sports
Men's Varsity Basketball Garners First Win
Youth And Experience Combine In 68-66 Victory
by Anthony Fischctli
1

Youth and experience, When
used correctly, the two can pose a
formidable threat. Such was the
case Saturday evening, as the youth
provided the spark and the experience supplied the poise as the
Varsity Basketball team opened its
1979-80 season with a 68-66 victogy
over St. Joseph of Maine at Ferris
Athletic Center.
Freshman
Pat
Sclafani
represented the youth, as the little
guard registered 16 points in his
varsity debut, while veterans John
Meaney and Carl Rapp canned key
free thows in the last two minutes
to seal the win. Last minute turnovers made the score close; but in
the end it was the Bantams that
emerged victorious, as a last
second St. Joe shot bounced off the
iron at the buzzer.
Second-year Coach Dan Doyle
started what amounted to a three
guard offense, with Meaney,
Sclafani, and another frosh, Dave
Wynter in the backcotirt, while
Rapp and Roger Coulu composed
the front line. This line up proved
quick and fluid on offense and
mobile and active on defense as
the Bants built up an early 6 point
advantage.
The ball was swinging well
around the periphery in the early
going, as the Bants capitalized on
the slower Monk defense to stick
medium range jumpers in constructing the lead. A Sclafani side
jump and a Wynter lay-in off a nifty
full-court Meaney pass gave the
hosts a 12-5 cushion after 6
minutes.
It was at this point that foul
problems began to plague the
Bantams, as Rapp was forced to
exit with his third personal; minutes later Coutu and Wynter
joined him, each saddled with
three fouls.
The bench responded admirably. Trinity's version of Super
Subs took hold and maintained the
lead, as Steve Bracken, Robert
Craft, and Bob Pigue played with
a high level of intensity while the
starters rode out the half. Bracken
was particularly impressive in the
middle, working well as an intimidator' on defense as Trinity
entered the locker room with a 3630 lead.
The transitional game was
extremely sharp in the opening 20
-minutes of play, as Trin shifted
from offense to defense quickly
and efficiently, thereby cutting off
any possibile breakaway layups or
easy shots. On offense the Banfs
looked steady and executed well,
as the ball swung around the key
until an open shot emerged or an
inside opportunity presented itself.
Meaney was able to concentrate
more on defense and became more
of an offensive threat, now that he
was relieved of much of the
ballhandling chores, while Rapp,
Coutu, and Wynter were strong
inside.
The spectre of the foul
situation, however, loomed large as
the half ended with Coutu, Rapp,
and Wynter on the bench, with the
result that the Bants were
outrebounded 14-11 before the
intermission.
Things didn't look good when
Coutu was forced to leave the
game with a knee injury barely two
minutes into the final half, but a
Meaney hoop off a Rapp feed gave
T<-in its highest lead at 48-41, with
14 minutes remaining.
The visitors responded .with, an _

11-2 scoring spree that elevated
them to a 52-50 lead with 8:20 left.
Momentary lapses on defens and a
lid on the Trinity rim helped the
visitors, along with Mike Haran's
game-high 30 points.
The Bants charged back,
showing the enthusiasm and
exuberance of; the youngsters,
tempered by the savvy of the vets.
Baskets by Wynter and Meaney put
the Bants ahead to stay while Rapp
closed off the middle as the defense
tightened in the closing minutes.
Sclafani drilled a jumper from
inside "the lane and a Rapp free
throw upped the margin to five, but
the Bants were unable to hold on to
this cushion in the finishing
seconds. Two Monk baskets
reduced the lead to a single point
with 2:34 left, but a pair of crucial
foul shots by Meaney made it a 3
point bulge with 2:24 to play.
Trinity went into a spread,
delay-type offense and St. Joe's was
forced to foul, but three Rapp free
throws in the closing minute sealed
.the win. The Monks had one last
chance when an inbounds pass
went av/ry and was intercepted,
but Harah's desperation jumper

missed, his team's hopes vanishing
as the ball tumbled off the rim.
It was an overall fine team
effort on the part of the Bantams,
as evidenced with four players
scoring in double figures. Scalafani
impressed with deadly shooting
and solid ballhandling capabilities
as he ran the point with precision,
while Wynter showed flashes of
brilliance that hinted at his sheer
raw talent.
As for the upperclassmen,
Meaney had one of his finer games
as a Bant, scoring 14 points on 6 for
9 shooting while also dishing out 5
assists and sinking some clutch free
throws at the finish. Rapp, though
bothered by foul trouble, still
managed 12 points and 9 rebounds,
along with 3 blocked shots and a
creitable performance down low,
while Coutu hit for 11, playing less
than half the game.
Bracken, Craft, Pigue, and Bill
Zidelis performed admirably
coming off the bench in the
satisfying win, while also providing
the depth'needed for a successful
season. The Bants take their act to
Amherst tomorrow night for an 8
PM encounter with the Lord Jeffs,
who'll be seeking to avenge last
season's 41-40 defeat.

Freshman Dave Wynter leaps high tor the Bantams.

JV Hoop Oti~Top
71-61 Over Central

"V,

by Anthony Fischettl

The JV Basketball team""
o\ercame some second-half
doldrums to subdue Central
C ohnecticut for a season-opening
n
\ ()\ win Saturday evening at
I (iris. The Jayvee Bants were
quick from the starting gate,
i ii'ining up a 17-point first-half lead
on the shooting of center John
Ni ikaros and guard Ron Carroll
buore entering the locker room
\ IIJI a 4!-27 advantage.

Good shot selection and
puience on offense were the
h illmarks of the first half, as point
ciKird Mike Collins ran the team
unt' the quintet executed with
pucision, Central was unable to
\ indie Trin's switching defense, as
tin v were often forced into poor
shots and turnovers.
^Sophomore veteran Roger Coutu looks to pass to teammate John

.The Bants exhibited none, of
their first half poise in the final 20

minutes, as the offense resorted to
low percentage shots and the
defense failed to get back to cover
Central's fast breaks. The visitors
ran off a 20-8 spurt to cut the lead
to four points with 10 minutes to
go, and with 6 minutes left, it was a
two-point ball game.
Some tough defense by Tony
Pace and the hot shooting of
Niakaros, Carroll, and Angelos
Orfanos brought the Bunts back
strong, as they won going away.
Niakaros lead all scorers, with 19,
Carroll followed with J5. and while
Orfanos chipped in with 14.

*••••••••*•••**
The Ban is next take to the floor
tomorrow night, as they travel to
Amherst to face the Lord Jeffs. Tipoff is scheduled for f> PM.

Swimmin Women Dominate Fairfield
The Women's Swim team for what was to be the first of two
finally got underway last week strong finishes in the distance
under the direction fo coaches freestyle events. Peiser and Miller
Chet McPhee and Robin Sheppard snared first and third respectively
with what promises to be their in the 400 meter and second and
strongest showing since emerging third in the 200 meter.
at Trinity five years ago. Swimming
The women took both first and
in a 25 meter pool for the first time second in three separate events on
seemed to have only a positive the day. Jones and Tori Aronow
effect on the team.as Chet's Chicks stroked to a first and second in the
garnered first place in 12 of 15 50 meter breaststroke, and Ryan
events in an 85-45 win over Fair and Betsy QHerron took a first field University,
second in the 50 and 1000 meter
The 200 meter relay, team of backstroke events. Aronow
Paula .Ryan, Denise Jones, Cathy grabbed another first in the 100
Cosgrove and Anne Ward grabbed meter breaststroke. Anne Ward
the early lead with a first in that also took two individual firss in the
event. Trinity was to dominate 50 and 100 meter freestyle events.
from that point on as Tini Peiser
Cathy Cosgrove place second
Kflrea JVJUlHJheo.teamed, up., -.1". the. SQjyid JOQTO^tcr.butterfly

events. Linda Gillett swam to a freshmen Meg Goodwin and
third in the 50 meter. In the 100 Sharon Simoni.
,.
meter IM, it was Aronow placing
Commendable recruiting on
second and Kate Meyers placing
fourth in a strong showing for both the part of Coach McPhee has
swimmers. Sophomore diver Janet brought in a talented group of
Rathbun won both the required freshmen swimmers who have the
and optional diving while Ana ability to set a firm foundation for
Meyer and Beth Shipley placed the women's team in the future.
Senior Captain Denfse Jones
fourth and fifth.
commented,
"We're started out
In the final event, the 200 meter
freestyle team consisting of Peiser, with more yardage in our first
Gillett, Ryan and Ward over- workouts than we did at any one
powered Fairfield with first place point last year, and the team looks
really strong. As long as we can
finish.
keep everyone healthy, .we could.
Coaches McPhee and Sheppard and should be able to produce a
were very pleased with the overall winniing season and send a larger
performance of the women. Strong group of women to the New
showings were also put in by
a n d N a t i o n a l s , ' - . . - •• •'• - •• '
8ophoaiaee», Jennifer . B,r-u*»-..suul
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More Sports
Men's Varsity Swimming "Looks Good So Far"
Francfc Wobst returns to make
the breast-stroke a Trinity strength,
"It looks good so far," com- with veterans John Chandler and
ments Coach Chet McPhee on the Bill Huffer sealing event for the
Men's Varsity Swimming outlook Bantam Aqua-Men.
In the Fly, McPhee will feature
for 1^80. A blend of returning
experience and a dynamite young the two most versatile swimmers on
recruit will work to make the squad the Trinity team. Co-Captain Mike
competitive in the season to come. Hinton can do everything, and
Co-Captain Rich Katzman, probably will throughout the
Scott Bowden, and Jamie Hudson course of the season. Freshman
will compete in the distance events. Doug Gray is an exciting new
Katzman and Bowden are, in performer, and in addition to his
McPhee's words, "barn-burners". butterfly act he will add needed
In the backstroke events wily punch to the Trinity relays.
"Morale is high, very high," says
veteran Mike Elgunise will provide
steadiness, while rookie Mike McPhee. "The team is working
. harder than before. Both the men's
Merin will provide depth.
Len Adam will be the principle and women's teams are very
sprinter, and Coach McPhee was supportive of each other. I'm
pleased with his performance in an hoping we can improve on what I
early scrimmage against Conard. thought was a very good record last
The Men's Swimming Team is optimistic about this year with the addition of freshman Doug Gray.
Last winter the Men's
Dave Gatenby moves up this year year."
into the number one diving spot. Varsity Swim Team reached the
He is supplemented by first year .500 mark with a 5-5record, their
continued from p. 13
coach . . . help them with portation costs alone have uidiver Scott Keilty, who was strongest showing in over a decade.
year,
or
in normal academic jargon scheduling and transportation, and creased as much as 30%.
To
be
better
than
.500
is
their
goal
discivered showing off one day in
approximately two to three term> show them ways they can raise
this year.
Trowbridge Pool.
The value of college athletics is
long courses per semester, on top funds.
not
going to be debated here.
ofi all their other duties.
But back to the issue: cutting Suffice it to say that statistics are
These are not all. Despite the
large number of work-assignments even one FTE. The tenured faculty on their side. More than a thousand
carried by the existing full-time are out of the picture. Also, total students took Phys Ed courses
staff (academic, intercollegiate, considering the public com- 'at Trinity last year. More than a
strength with a mixture of key and administrative) there is still mittment both the college and the thousand total students par,A fundamentally sound Riff- spikes and sets. Russ Hall and
Athletic Department have ex- ticipated in Trinity's Intramural
Raff
team
defeated an Merrill made stellar digs, especially more covered by the Athletic pressed for accelerated Women's program in 1978-1979. More than
Department.
"emotionally drained". Elton First in the deciding game.
JV squads in Men's Soccer and programs, the women coaches are 800 total students competed in
Floor squad 15-7, 15-10 last
The Force, not to be denied, Men's Basketball are coached by relatively immune. So the ono-ten- intercollegiate sports at all levels.
Monday to capture the Intramural had some equally talented players.
virtual volunteers, as are assistants ured.full-time male staff members Allowing for overlap, this still
Volleyball League Championship. Hyped-up
John
Bertonlini, in Varsity Hockey and the Crew remain for consideration. Not a indicates the most popular and
Rift-Raff, named after a sermon equanimious Joe Camilleri, and
most utilized of all Trinity Departpleasant prospect.
heard by team captain Rex Palmer, ever-present John Cohen provided program. The Varsity Hockey team
ments or programs.
There
are
perhaps
alternatives
is coached by a Hartford tax
beat Den ton '65 to gain engrance their team with leaping ability
In eliminating one non-tenured
lawyer. The Varsity Cross-Country that would tighten the Departinto the finals. Elton I upset pre- when needed. Captain Rob Rosner
team is coached by Professors from ment's proverbial belt. Cutting full-time male staff member, you
;
KJurnev favorite Fpr.ce in the semis; ana John Mazzarella quarthe Mathematics and Philosophy back JV teams, or cutting back might reduce the size of the
The Elton I-Force game was terbacked the red-uniformed unit.
Varsity
squads
that
have
displayed
football
staff,
which
might
not
be
Departments.
Varsity
Golf,
truly the best match of the Zimmerling and Zawodniak's Fencing, and Rugby are coached either a lack of success or a lack of that tragic. But what would be
championships. The Force went all-around hustle and King Ling's by outside volunteers. The highly student interest have been two tragic is that you would also
into the playoffs with an un- five consecutive spikes keyed the successful
Waterpolo
Team proposed options. Reducing the eliminate at least two other sports,
blemished 9-0 mark. In a match Eltonians in the deciding game. coaches themselves.
same Varsity sports to club status most likely both Varsity, and
that lasted an hour and twenty Captain Merrill commented, "We
reduce the number of courses
Karl Kurth feels that: "if there has also been considered.
minutes, Elton I gained their were physically and emotionally
is a way to proviJc aii in- Rut Kuith assers that one or offered the Trinity community.
nickname, '"The Threat", as they drained after the contest. It would
tercollegiate athletic experience more ,of these steps might be You would also reduce the Athletic
were \ictorious 15-13, 7-15, 15-10. have beeen more climactic if we
for a bunch of kids who have necessary anyhow, as inflation Department's services t o the
Captained by Tom Merrill and had met the Force in the finals."
• displayed an interest and a fighting measures. While the greater community outside the
coached by Bill "King Ling"
Riff-Raff spearheaded a two - responsibility, I will do my best. At Athletic Budget, Kurth states, college. And we haven't even
Zimnierling, the freshmen-laden pronged. attack with Tony Smith, the very least I will help them find a increases 5-7% each year, trans- considered the half cut yet. .
sextet played with incredible Curtis Walcott and Justin George
tenancity. Spikers Bruce "Zoo"
on offense, with Charles Guck and
Zawodniak, Chuck Petridis and Palmer blocking shots on defense.
Mark Eckle rattled the Force wj|h Riff-Raff simply overpowered the
'
byNickNoble
continuous slams. Jim Bolton, : tired Elton squad. Despite the loss,
1 spend Thanksgiving in Greenville, Delaware. The University of Delaware has a pretty good
Scott Keilty and Zimmerling the Force went on top in the
Football team this year, and the Morning News of Friday, Nov. 23rd, mentioned that the offense was
complemented the front line Alumni Trophy Standings.
th^ key to their success. "Since the Donny Miller days of the "50s" it said.
That's right, our Don Miller, Head Coach of the Bantam Gridiron Gladiators. He was a third team
Alumni Trophy Standings
Little All-Ameriean.for Delaware in 1953, and in 1954 he led the team to an 8-2 mark and broke" a
thousand yards passing. He was named to the first Little All-American team, completing 58% of his
The Force
162
passes and was only intercepted twice.
Ad
114
He started every game all four years at Delaware, and the team was 24-10 with him at the reins.
PsiU
113
Then he became a coach.
•' N .
,
DKE
110
Coach Miller just completed his thirteenth year as Trinity's head Coach. In thirteen seasons Coach
Demon '65
105
Miller has compiled a 64-36-3 mark for a .621 winning percentage. The legendary Dan Jessee won
Elton I
90
only 57 games in his first thirteen seasons, for only a slightly better percentage.
They haven't forgotten you in Delaware Coach. Nor in Hartford.
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Athletic Department Analysis

Riff-Raff Snags
IVL Title

Sports Scpne From The Summit

This Week In Trin Sports
Wednesday, Dec. 5
Men's Varsity Basketball vs. Amherst, 8 PM, Away.
Men's JV Basketball vs.'Amherst. 6PM, Away.
Wrestling vs. WPI, 7PM, HOME.
Hockey vs. Framingham, 8 PM, Away.
Thursday, Dec. 6
Women's Basketball vs. Mt. Holyoke, 7PM, HOME.

•••.•'

*

*

•

Friday and Saturday, Dec. 7 and 8
Hockey Tourney, vs. Amherst, Wesleyan, Clark, at Amherst.
Men's Varsity Basketball at UHart Invitational Tourney, 7PM
Friday vs. Wesleyan; 6PM Consolations and 8PM Finals on
Saturday.
—•'
Friday, Dec. 7
.
,
Women's Swimming vs. Conn College, 7PM, HOME.
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Saturday, Dec. 8
Men's JV Squash vs. Choate, 2:30, HOME.
Men's and Women's Fencing vs. Concord High, 2PM, Away.

*

*

*

•
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*

*

*

*

*

Some pretty tough decisions will be facing the Athletic Department in the next couple of years
(see article beginning on page 13), but they're not leaving the students out of it. After several years
hiatus, Athletic Director Karl Kurth reconvened the "Captains Court", seminars with the team
•Captains to provide the Department with student input. In a meeting held last Wednesday twenty-four
Captains attended, and nineteen of them indicated afterwards that it had been a valuable encounter.
Kurth was pleased, as he felt he learned some new things, and the Captains had come up with several
good suggestions and valid insights.
This is the kind of give-and-take that can keep the Trinity Athletic program strong. There is no
question but it should be continued.
.
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*
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Nancy says this is my swan-song. This is my last issue as Sports Editor, after five terms in the
job. I'm not going to disappear completely. I'll continue to write now and then, covering Women's
Basketball, and of course Baseball in the Spring. • '
,
But senior year is here, and all of a sudden I realize there's no next year to put work off to. I've got
a thesis to write (more sports), and the classroom calls (boy, will my teachers be surprised). Instead I
wanttosay a few a words about the person I've shared this throne with for the past two semesters.
Nancy was' an elfin fresh-person in Chet McPhee's freshman seminar who wanted to
write JV Football, when I was a rookie Sports Editor, In two and a half short years she has made her
presence felt in the paper. She is an excellent writer and a great editor. She has taught Tne more about
the job of sportswriting than any other person. Her criticism, her advice, and her friendship have
been invaluable.
•
She is now the Sports Editor. It's her show, and you know something; I'm not worried.
My partner, my friend — Nancy Lucas.
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Gtapplers Open Season With Two Wins
by Dave Mueller

called upon to put forth his best
It was around 5:30 on Saturday effort.
This time, however, the
afternoon when Coach Mike Darr
commented that he had seen an Bantams got off to a slower start.
"excellent all-around team effort", Kasmin lost an exciting exhibition
' describing the events which had match while Mueller lost an 11-4
transcribed over the previous four decision. It was Caskin and Yasui
and a half hours. Although it was a who picked up the pace for the
bit premature, Co^aptain Dave Bants. Caskin drew a forfeit, while
Brooks was already predicting that Yasui outscored his foe, 6-3. Howe
he would see place finishes in the put in a worthy bout only to come
JV and Varsity New Englands. But out on the bottom of a 7-17 major
it was a fine showing as Trinity, decision. Gerke fought hard again,
wrestling with its first full line-up in but he found himself outwizzered
C i t e a while, beat Norwich and forced into a pinning situation/
University and Bridgewater State by a tough Bridgewater grappler.
in its season opener.
O'Brien boosted the Bantam
Freshman Frank Kasmin got side by winning a close 9-7
Amster
wrestled
the ball rolling for Trinity as he decision.
dominated his Norwich opponent defiantly, but came up short as he
during the first two periods and was outbattled 10-2. This gave
pinned him early in the third in an Bridgewater 17 points while Trinity
(with an additional point for
exhibition bout.
Trinity's momentum was kept misconduct by a sore Bridgewater
up as the Bantams picked up six loser) trailed with 13.
points for a forfeit at 118 and four
With only three matches
more when Frank Caskin scored a remaining,, and losing, things
major decision at 126. Caskin started looking somewhat grim for
wrestled
very
aggressively, the Bantams. Pete Smith turned
pressuring his foe all six minutes. out to be the spark which got them
Trin Wrestling got carried away on Saturday and swept a pair from Norwich and Bridgewater.
Two more freshmen, Tim Yasui •going, however. He blanked his
and Mike Howe, grappled opponent 8-0 and evened the score,
brilliantly against their first con- at 17. Brooks picked up a forfeit
tenders of the year. Although which brought the score to 23-17 in
Yasui fought hard in the 134 lb. Trinity's favor.
contest, he was pinned by the
On the bench a new hope arose,
Norwich captain late in the third
and it all seemed to rest on
by Nick Noble
things got going a little fast and is five percent of the way there, «
period. Howe, wresting at 142, heavyweight Wright's shoulders.
furious. But nothing a season of
Plumb's goal was followed by
handled his opponent easily, as he The team was dependent on
playing together won't cure, no further scoring in the fe j,
Their home rink is now in
pinned his way to victory at 1:20, Wright; they stressed that all he Middletown, enemy territory to Remember, over half the squad are period, but Trinity took off in the
The Bantams then led by a score of had to do was keep from getting any good Bantam Hockey fan. A freshmen. A new era, no question.
i6-6.
pinned and the. Bantams would
plethora of new faces wear' old They've been saying it all along', the'
up with a pair of tallies.
*'
. Tom Gerke put in a valiant win. Wright went one step further numbers, to the confusion of long- team just proved it.
Fairfield's goalie, Oakes, was/w
effort at the 150 lb. weight class. as he pinned his collossal foe in
It was a shutout on opening
term followers. For the first time in
The senior wrestled hard the whole 1:59 to help edge Bridgewater 29- three years they need a program. day. "I've never seen our defensive slouch. Trinity brought the pud ;
match only to be pinned with 37 and gave the Bants their second
But the old magic is there. problems solved so early in the down and began peppering him [
seconds left in the final period. win of the young season;
Number 27, Bob Plumb, scored in season," drawled Fred MacColl on with hard shots. Pat Sullivan took a j
Norwich picked up six marks to
After the match, Coach Darr
couple of vicious ones, and Oakes ,
the first period to put the Blue and the way home from the game.
bring them to within four points at said that the two victories were a
Gold Gladiators up 1-0. For the
Ob-C aptain Dana Barnard was just stopped them and stopped
16-12.
"great way to start the year". The
Bantam Co-Captain it was the/69th a solid, stalwart, impenetrable them, Finally he gave up the ghost,
goal Of his hard-shooting Trinity
bulwark on defense. The three- sprawling on the ice after a loose
John O'Brien, who wrestled in coach's feelings were shared by cpcareer. The skaters from the time All-Star was complimented by puck, and Dan Sahutske sent it
the 158 lb, division, showed some captain John O'Brien who stated
Summit went on to blank Fairfield the work of freshman Brian flying over his prone form. 2-0
of the talent whicthelped to make that the team was off to a good
in their 1979-80 season opener, The Dorman. And in the goal rookie Bantams.
him co-captain for the second start and that the team was in the
Scoreboard said WESLEYAN- 4, Steve Solik wore number one. like
consecutive year. O'Brien fell best shape he'd seen in four years.
Trinity came down again,
VISITOR- 0. But we knew better. he was born to its heritage. At one moments later, T.R. Goodman
behind during the first period. His He felt that the team was really
callenger from Norwich displayed a together and that there was lots of ,
Except for some sloppy play point during the second period putting on the pressure. Again
very different, freestyle manner of enthusiasm.
during the second half of the Trinity was, two men down for over Oakes stopped one potential goal
competing. O'Brien was forced to
Dave Brooks, the other co-^ ' premier period, Trinity controlled two minutes. The Blue and Gold after another. Finally T. R. set up a
adapt as he somewhat modified his captain, felt that a lot of credit
the game from the start. There, was defense was undaunted, and Solik play from David Roman, and Larry
w n technique. His efforts were should go to the outside coaching
really no question as to the out- was cool as the ice under his skates. Rosenthal scored to give Trin the
'ruitless because his opponent was the team has been fortunate to • come. Oh, there were some "No goals this year," kidded Coach three-zip lead. During the time it
i'lter disqualified on a technical receive. Brooks pointed out the
problems. Passes were missed, and John Dunham to his freshman took to score those two goafs,
violation. O'Brien's six made the immense help which Nick Martin
players stopped
thinking when chatge during pre-season. The boy Oakes of Fairfield made an even j
tally 22-12 in favor of the Bantams. has provided the team. Martin, a
dozen saves.
j
Sophomore Doug Amster former wrestler at the University
The Bantams opened the third ;
added six more to the Bants' side of Delaware, works with the team 3
stanza outskating their opponents i
when he obtained the fastest or 4 days a week. His greatest asset
but unable to score. Then Fairfield j
Trinity pin of the day at 1:10. Pete to the team is his vast knowledge ofv
got mad and started to bear down
Smith, the team's only junior, met a wrestling techniques, and he
hard, but Barnard and the defense
, tough opponent in at the 177 lb, spends a good portion of the time
held fast. Peter Duncan skated
weight class and succumbed to a he devotes to the team on just
extremely well during this period.
Norwich pinning combination in moves: Eric Lewis is another
Then Fairfield's desperation began
the second period. This brought valuable asset to the team. Besides
to manifest itself in penalties, and
working with the lower weight
the score to 28-18.
Oakes left the net with a ten min"te
classes, Lewis helps out with the
Co-Captain Dave Brooks
misconduct,
,
teaching of moves and techniques.
continued the winning ways he
Shortly thereafter Sullivan and
Remarking about the depth of
established last year by adequately,
Plumb (his 126th career point)
handing his 190 lb. foe. Brooks this year's squad, there are only
teamed up on the assist, and
finished him off at 3.07 to add six two additional members to the 12Sahutske scored his second of the
man roster. Brooks said that he was
more points,
night, to ice the fledgling Bantams
• The last freshman to wrestle in "a little disappointed because two
opening cake.
this year's line-up, Whit Wright, or three key people we were
Penalties were Trinity's only
battled well in the, unlimited counting on couldn't make it out
real drawback. It wasn't untilthe
division only to get turned at 1:05. this semester"; he hoped that there
third period that the Bantams had
The pin brought Norwich's final was a possibility of getting more
the edge on Fairfield in power play
score to 24, but it was not enough men out after Christmas, but "with
opportunities.
or
without
them,
we
have
an
exto beat the 34 points accumulated
A large group of Trinity fans
cellent team attitude and we will
by Trinity.
were on hand, which was enhave
a
good
season."
The Bantam matmen did not
couraging,
considering
tne
Coach Darr's grapplers face
rest on their laurels as they waited
weather, the distance, and the
for their next match. While their last opponent before the
warm Basketball game at homeBridgewater State was in the Christmas break this Wednesday.
Tomorrow the team travels to
process of handing Norwich its The Bantam matmen take on the
Framingham State, and memories
second Joss, the Trinity squad was Engineers of WPI at HOME at
of yesterday. But this team stands
*
getting itself ready for a close duel 7:00, and, in the words of Pete
for tomorrow, and it could be »
in which each wrestler was to be Smith, "they had better watch out".
Co-Captain D « » Barnard In action.
Koeppel different story.

Varsity Hockey Blanks Fairfield

